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Abstract:

Considering the lack of clear guidance regarding the way business could include social
sustainability into their operations, the objective of this research project was to study the
functionality of social sustainability tools which are used worldwide by business practitioners
and assess how useful these tools are to overcome barriers related with social aspects of
sustainability as they are described in the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
(FSSD): health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning-making. A qualitative method
analysis was selected, based upon direct content analysis. Elements from the 5 Level
Framework (5LF) and the FSSD were used for designing two review processes to analyse
selected social sustainability tools. The 5LF is useful for planning in complex systems, while
the FSSD is designed to address complex challenges and recognize opportunities which aim to
sustainability. The findings from the research show which tools, based on their functionality, can
help a company move towards sustainability and illustrate how they address different social
sustainability aspects. Based on these findings, recommendations were developed which
included key features of the selected social sustainability tools. These recommendations could
help business practitioners to choose the most appropriate tool for specific business context
depending on the company’s needs.
Keywords: Social sustainability, social sustainability tools, corporate social responsibility,
sustainable development, framework for strategic sustainable development (FSSD), five level
framework (5LF)
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Executive Summary
The goal of this thesis is to analyse, compare and map various large scale social sustainability
tools and to discover how these tools can be used by sustainability practitioners within a
business context in a strategic way. The researchers’ aim is to get a deeper insight of different
tools by analysing them through the lens of two strategic sustainable development
(SSD)concepts, the Five Level Framework (5LF) and the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD), and to develop recommendations for practitioners to give them an
overview of which tools are of practical use in which context. SSD is a specific scientific
approach based on both social and ecological systems which aims to bring clear structure and
strategic direction towards sustainability. The 5LF is a framework for planning in complex
system, while the FSSD is the application of the 5LF to move towards sustainability. The
intention of the researchers is to contribute to sustainable development, especially within the
business context focusing on social sustainability.
Introduction
In this globalization era, massive production and heavy consumption are part of modern
society’s culture and lifestyle, which influence social, environmental and economic issues the
society is facing today. These issues together are a part of the sustainability challenge the socioecological system is facing. The socio-ecological system is an ecosystem where humans and
nature are interconnected in numerous and complex ways. In addressing complex problems
such as sustainability challenge, adopting a whole systems perspective is necessary rather than
seeing it from smaller individual parts. It is because “interactions among components of the
system cannot be understood by studying the components of the system in isolation” (Steffen
et al., 2006, 2). This relates to the importance of systems thinking in addressing complex
sustainability challenges where all aspects of sustainability (ecological, social and economic)
including interactions between these aspects should not be treated separately but addressed
equally.
Companies and other societal actors have started to realize the urgency of moving towards
sustainability considering the rise of sustainability imperative. Companies as one of the most
influential actors within the socio-ecological system play a crucial role in shaping the society’s
trend, economic progress and environmental conditions. Focusing on the social dimension of
sustainability is equally important, because neglecting the impact of companies on societal
issues means that more severe problems related to both ecological and social challenges arise.
This suggests that studies on the social dimension of sustainability are urgently needed,
especially since the academic literature that provide both practical and theoretical knowledge
of social sustainability are still very limited.
Companies need to utilize tools and metrics that monitor and enhance activities which move a
company towards social sustainability. Also, strategic guidance and directions are required to
help them restructure their company activities within sustainability boundaries as the many
different concepts, methods and tools that exist in the field make it difficult to navigate,
resulting in confusion about how sustainability can be reached in the business world.
Consequently, there is a lack of clear guidance about which social sustainability tools are most
appropriate for which case at the field of organizations. This is the reason behind the
researchers’ aim to analyse, compare and map various social sustainability tools and to discover
how these tools can be used by sustainability practitioners within a business context in a
strategic way.
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In order to achieve this aim, the researchers used two conceptual frameworks of the strategic
sustainability development (SSD): the Five Level Framework (5LF) and the Framework of
Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) in their analysis. The 5LF was chosen because it
helps planning, decision- making, problem solving and analysis within complex systems. The
FSSD was chosen because it provides a holistic and science-based systems approach that
considers the complexity of sustainability challenges by using systems view. This framework
attempts to create a common language and understanding of sustainability among scientists
from different fields. It was designed to structure any approach or method from a full systems
perspective, as well as from a full step-by-step strategic perspective. The reason behind using
the FSSD model is that, it has been proven to be useful for structuring analyses and assessments
and for avoiding confusion in the complex sustainability context. During this research we have
used the FSSD’s definition of sustainability as it offers scientific boundary conditions, which
were first created over 20 years ago and have gone through extensive peer reviewed testing and
renewal to now be defined as “in a sustainable society nature is not subject to systematically
increasing concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth's crust […], concentrations of
substances produced by society[…], degradation by physical means […] and people are not
subject to structural obstacles to health […], influence […], competence[…], impartiality […]
and meaning-making […]” (Broman and Robèrt, 2017, 23). For this research the researchers
focus on social sustainability defined as “people are not subject to structural obstacles to health
[…], influence […], competence […], impartiality […] and meaning-making […]” (Broman
and Robèrt, 2017, 23). Another a key element in the conceptual framework FSSD is
backcasting, which is a method used in creating an envisioned future for an organisation initially
and then planning steps to achieve the vision. “It is useful when planning for long term and
novel goals in complex systems “ (Broman and Robèrt, 2017, 19).
Research aim and Research questions
The objective of this research is to see how large scale social sustainability tools help companies
address social sustainability aspects. The overarching aim of this research is to analyse, compare
and map large scale social sustainability tools that are used in business context. The following
overarching question (ORQ) has been framed for the research:
How can sustainability practitioners within a business context use current large scale social
sustainability tools in a strategic way?
Two sub-research questions (SRQ) were framed to assist the researchers answer the ORQ:
SRQ 1: How can social sustainability tools be categorized based on their functionality?
SRQ 2: How do large scale social sustainability tools used in business address social
sustainability?
Scope of the research
The scope of this research are large scale social sustainability tools which can be used in
business context. This means that all in-house tools (which are specifically designed by a
company for their own usage) are excluded. Other contexts which involve non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), governments and other organisations have been excluded too. Moreover,
tools’ manuals are used as the main source in this analysis. The research focuses on the ideal
situation of tools which implies that the tools are implemented perfectly as described in the
manual. Factors such as limited resources, budget, human capabilities, etc. are not considered.
For analysing the tools, conceptual frameworks, namely the 5LF and the FSSD, are being used
in this research.
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Methods
For this research project, qualitative research approach has been selected, due to its openness
and flexibility in allowing the researchers to explore new facts regarding the chosen topic.
Initially, to gain knowledge about social sustainability and to see how companies perceive it, a
literature search has been conducted. In the next phase, the researchers collected the data sample
i.e., social sustainability tools, for the analysis, through a literature search. To identify the tools
for this research, a selection criteria process was created and any tool that did not meet one
criterion was not considered for the research. Based on the process, the following tools were
selected: Business Principles for Countering Bribery (BPCB), Business Social Compliance
Initiative (BSCI), Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability, Caux Round Table Principles for
Responsible Business (CRT Principles), Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code (ETI Base Code),
Global Reporting Initiative Standards (GRI Standards), International Organisation of
Standardisation 26000 (ISO 26000), International Organisation of Standardisation 9001 (ISO
9001), OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (OECD Guidelines), Occupational
Health and Safety Assessment Series 18001 (OHSAS 18001), Social Accountability 8000
(SA8000), Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social
Policy (ILO MNE), United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) and United Nations Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGP). After defining the tools from the selection
criteria process, data collection i.e. tools’ manuals and other relevant information like critiques
regarding the selected tools were collected. The main part of the research is the data analysis.
Two separate review processes have been developed based upon elements of the 5LF and the
FSSD, to answer the two sub-research questions. After analysing the tools, the researchers
triangulated the findings within the research team. Then, the results have been triangulated with
the critiques to make sure that the analysis involves practical aspects as well. In the next phase,
all the analysed tools have been compared with respect to the findings from the review
processes. Finally, recommendations for business practitioners have been developed to answer
the overarching research question. The recommendations help business practitioners to choose
and apply different social sustainability tools based on their context and needs.
Results
The results of data analysis triangulated with the critiques assisted in answering the subresearch questions. The results from the 5LF review process helped in categorising the tools
based on their functionality. With this categorisation, the business practitioners can choose the
required tool that best suits their context and needs. The results from the FSSD review process
helped in seeing how each analysed tool addresses the chosen social sustainability aspects. An
overview of results answering the sub-research questions can be found below:
SRQ 1: How can social sustainability tools be categorised based on their functionality?
The 14 analysed tools are shown based on the functionality elements they touch upon.
Level
System

Success

Functionality Aspects
Tools that provide
information about the
context they were designed
for
Tools that define the reason
why they were designed

Tools
CERES Roadmap to Sustainability, ETI Base Code, CRT
Principles, ISO 26000, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, OECD
Guidelines, SA 8000, UNGP, UNGC, BPCB, BSCI, ILO MNE,
GRI Standards
CERES Roadmap to Sustainability, CRT Principles, ISO 26000,
ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, OECD Guidelines, SA 8000, UNGP,
UNGC, BPCB, BSCI, ILO MNE, GRI Standards
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Tools that define their final
goal
Strategic Tools that provide guidelines
Guidelines to help prioritize actions
Tools that provide specific
Actions
actions
Tools that are descriptive

CERES Roadmap to Sustainability, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, SA
8000, UNGC, BSCI, GRI Standards
ISO 26000, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, SA 8000, UNGP, BPCB,
BSCI, ILO MNE, GRI Standards
ISO 26000, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, SA 8000, UNGP, UNGC,
BPCB, BSCI, ILO MNE, GRI Standards
ISO 26000, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, SA 8000, BPCB, BSCI, GRI
Standards

SRQ 2: How do large scale social sustainability tools used in companies address social
sustainability?
Level

System

Aspects
Knowledge regarding impacts of company
Absorb disturbance and reorganise itself
Aspects of the global value chain
Health
Influence
Competence
Impartiality
Meaning-Making
Backcasting

Success

Stakeholder
Engagement

Strategic
Guidelines

Non-financial Capital

Community Capital
Intellectual Capital
Relationship Capital
Employees
Satisfaction
Customers
Satisfaction

Tools
GRI Standards
CERES Roadmap to sustainability, UNGC, BPCB,
BSCI, GRI Standards
CERES Roadmap to sustainability, ILO MNE,
CRT Principles, SA 8000, ISO 26000, ISO 9001,
OHSAS 18001, UNGC, BSCI, GRI Standards
CRT Principles
GRI Standards, ISO 26000, CRT Principles
ILO MNE
ISO 26000, GRI Standards
ISO 26000
CRT Principles, SA 8000, OECD Guidelines,
BSCI, GRI Standards, UNGP, UNGC, ISO 26000,
ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, CERES Roadmap to
sustainability, ILO MNE
CRT Principles, SA 8000, OECD Guidelines,
BSCI, GRI Standards, UNGC, ISO 26000
GRI Standards, ISO 9001, CERES Roadmap to
sustainability
CRT Principles, OECD Guidelines, ISO 26000,
ISO 9001, CERES Roadmap to sustainability
GRI Standards
ISO 26000, ISO 9001

Discussion
Before the analysis, the researchers assumed that there might be a correlation between the
purpose and the final goal of tools, however it turned out that the correlation cannot be explained
since only half of the analysed tools that define their purpose also have a final goal. However,
different correlations were found regarding different tools’ functions. The tools that provide
guidelines for action prioritization also provide actions to help a company move towards social
sustainability. Whenever a tool describes its own purpose and goal, it also appears to provide
descriptive actions to help company move towards social sustainability, except two tools. These
correlations show that elements of the tools’ functionality should not be seen as individual part
but as a set of systems that are interrelated and interconnected with each other. Therefore, as
systems thinking approach suggested, it is important for business practitioners to look at the
correlations between each tools’ functions in order to choose and apply them appropriately
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depending on the organisations’ context and needs.
Furthermore, based on the analysis between each element of the tools under the 5LF review
process table it can be seen if the tool is useful enough to work with and if it fulfils its intended
purpose. For instance, it was found that a goal defined by some tools does not always enough
to fulfil the purpose. Similarly, strategic guidelines as well as actions provided by some tools
are not always enough to help to the goal. This analysis shows more nuance correlations
between each element of the tools, which should be considered when choosing tools, based on
their functionality. Moreover, further analysis from the FSSD review process table also showed
how certain tools could actually be enough to move a company towards social sustainability,
yet some tools might only be enough in providing a first step towards social sustainability.
One noticeable thing that emerged from the research results is that the tools which are most
appropriate for reporting companies’ impact within the socio-ecological system seem to touch
upon the most requirements that the researchers set in order to verify tools’ functionality and
their adequacy regarding the help they provide to move company towards social sustainability.
Another interesting finding is that none of the tools touch upon the method of backcasting as
defined by the researchers based upon the FSSD. However, the researchers think that it is
beneficial for a tool to integrate backcasting within its process because it can help companies
identify options which are not visible by using forecasting as method.
As for the recommendations for business practitioners, the researchers provided information
about the background of the tools including the cost, transparency and functionality aspects
based on the result of this research. Moreover, the researchers also provided information for
what reason the tool is more appropriate and on which social aspects the tool mostly focuses
on. Overall, the researchers think that more research is needed to further explore how this
mapping process could be applied in non-business context such as in NGO or governmental
organizations. Further research considering specific factors from practitioner’s point of view
can be helpful in defining how each tool might be relevant for different companies or
organizations depending on its industry, scope, budget, scale and operation. In addition,
incorporating environmental aspects of sustainability for further research can also be helpful to
achieve a holistic approach towards sustainable development.
Conclusion
This research explores different social sustainability tools to discover in which way these tools
can be helpful to move a company towards more social sustainability. The researchers used
review process tables, which are based upon elements of the 5LF and the FSSD, for the analysis.
Through literature review no articles were found that examined a big amount of large scale
social sustainability tools through the lens of SSD regarding the way they approach the
sustainability challenge. This research contributes in fulfilling this gap by providing business
practitioners an efficient way to choose the most appropriate tool regarding social sustainability
challenges within their business context.
In summary, based upon this research, there is no one single tool that could fully address social
sustainability issues within the business context. Each of the tool has its own strengths regarding
the different aspects of the analysis. Therefore, it is important for business practitioners to
consider different aspects and functionality of the tools depending on their organisations’
context and needs. The business practitioners can also make the best use of tools through
combining different tools and using only the strengths of each tool.
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Glossary
5LF: A conceptual framework which helps planning, decision-making, problem solving and
analysis within complex systems. To do so, the 5LF divides information in five different levels:
-

Systems level: “Any ‘system’ or set of variables that are relevant to the goal you want
to achieve” (Waldron et al., 2008, 5).
Success level: The aim that should be achieved.
Strategic Guidelines level: The criteria that should be used for the selection of the
actions to achieve success.
Actions level: The actions that should be done for achieving the aim.
Tools level: The tools that help to achieve a certain aim.

Adaptive capacity: “The general ability of institutions, systems, and individuals to adjust to
potential damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences” (Green
Facts, Facts on Health and Environment, 2018).
Audit: “a planned verification and examination of internal and external operations of a
company” (“Business Dictionary”, 2018).
Backcasting: it is a method in which the future desired conditions are envisioned and steps are
then defined to attain those conditions.
Biosphere: The regions of Earth’s surface and atmosphere where life exists. Specifically, “it
ranges from heights of up to ten kilometres above sea level to depths of the ocean at more than
8 kilometres deep” (Mexican Biodiversity, 2018).
Certification: “a formal process through which an authorized personnel check and verify, the
internal and external operations of a company with respect to established standards and attests
it by certifying the company” (“Business Dictionary”, 2018).
Business: An organisation where there is an exchange of products or services, between the
organisations or, organisation and consumer, for profit. In this research, ‘business’ is considered
as a specific type of organisation. The word “Business” and “Companies” in this research is
considered interchangeable.
Collective Decision approach: “the collective activity wherein several persons interact
simultaneously to find out the solution to a given statement of a problem. In other words, group
decision making is a participatory process wherein multiple individuals work together to
analyze the problem and find out the optimum solution out of the available set of alternatives”
(“Group Decision Making”, 2016).
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS): “is a class of systems whose macroscopic behavior
emerges from self-organized local interactions of their elements, such as actors interacting with
ecosystems and with other actors. In these CAS simple rules of cause and effect do not apply,
they are complex, unpredictable and constantly adapting to their environments” (Stockholm
Resilience Centre, 2018).
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Complex challenges: Complex challenges are challenges that are unpredictable because they
consist of interconnected parts which affect each other, without following the linear “causeeffect” procedure.
Complexity: The behaviour of a set of interconnected parts. This behaviour cannot be predicted
because the interconnected parts affect each other in multiple ways without following the linear
“cause-effect” procedure.
Community capital: “the natural, human, social, and built capital from which a community
receives benefits and on which the community relies for continued existence” (Sustainable
Measures, 2018).
Corporate Social Responsibility: Corporate social responsibility is “the continuing
commitment by business to behave fairly and responsibly and contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as
the local community and society at large” (Dahlsrud, 2008, 8).
Cultural Capital: “assets which may include local beliefs, values, history, foods, festivals,
cultural heritage, art, etc.” (Seven Community Capitals, 2007).
Customers: “A party that receives or consumes products (goods or services) and has the ability
to choose between different products and suppliers” (Business Dictionary, 2018).
Customer’s satisfaction: “The degree of satisfaction provided by the goods or services of a
company as measured by the number of repeat customers” (Business Dictionary, 2018).
Employees: “Individuals who work part-time or full-time under a contract of employment,
whether oral or written, express or implied, and has recognized rights and duties” (Business
Dictionary, 2018).
Employee satisfaction: the terminology used to describe whether employees are happy and
contented and fulfilling their desires and needs at work. Many measures purport that employee
satisfaction is a factor in employee motivation, employee goal achievement, and positive
employee morale in the workplace.
Expectations: “a strong belief that something will happen or be the case” (Oxford Dictionary,
2018).
Feedback loops: “Channel or pathway formed by an 'effect' returning to its 'cause,' and
generating either more or less of the same effect” (Business Dictionary, 2018).
FSSD: The application of the 5 Level Framework within Sustainability science. It is a
conceptual framework which consists from five interrelated levels, as 5LF. On the success level
8 “sustainability principles” are the aim that must be achieved.
Human Capital: “Investments that add to the health, education, and well-being and selfesteem of people” (Seven Community Capitals, 2007).
Intellectual capital: “The skills and knowledge possessed by an individual, organization, etc.,
regarded as a resource or asset” (Oxford Dictionary, 2018).
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Large scale social sustainability tools are defined “as universally applicable tools that have
spread internationally and today they are in regular application around the world” (AtKisson,
2018). For the researchers, these large scale social sustainability tools include principles,
declarations, standards, guidelines which are used by businesses worldwide.
Local communities: “A group of individuals that interact within their immediate surroundings.
A typical local community consists of business operators, public agency staff and residents, and
their interactions can include the sharing of resources, information and assistance, as well as
the establishment of commercial relationships between local companies and consumers”
(Business Dictionary, 2018).
Multi-stakeholder process: A process which promotes dialogue and consensus building and
aims to bring together the main actors concerned about a theme/scheme/subject in order to
promote the optimal decision-making approach. This includes that every stakeholder’s view
will be heard and will be integrated at the final decision.
Non-financial capital: All the resources that can help a company to thrive and cannot be
measured in terms of money. Non-financial capital includes: community capital, intellectual
capital and relationship capital.
Organisation: “A social unit of people that is structured and managed to meet a need or to
pursue collective goals. All organizations have a management structure that determines
relationships between the different activities and the members, and subdivides and assigns roles,
responsibilities, and authority to carry out different tasks. Organizations are open systems –
they affect and are affected by their environment” (Business Dictionary, 2018).
Political Capital: “is a measure of social engagement. Communities should allow all groups to
have opportunities for leadership and engagement, and to have a voice in public issues” (Seven
Community Capitals, 2007).
Relationship Capital: It is defined as the “sum of all of the relationships of all people within
an organization” (“Relationship Capital Defined, Measure and Manage Your Relationships like
an Asset”, 2015).
Report: “a document that contains organised information about the internal and external
operations of a company, in the form of graphic, text or tabular form or combined, within a
timeframe” (“Business Dictionary”, 2018).
Stakeholder: “A person, group or organization that has interest or concern in an organization.
Stakeholders can affect or be affected by the organization's actions, objectives and policies”
(Business Dictionary, 2018).
Social Capital: “is an area of investment that impacts how people, groups, and organizations
in community get along. Examples include leadership, working together, mutual trust, and sense
of a shared future” (Seven Community Capitals, 2007).
Social Sustainability: “In a sustainable society […] people are not subject to structural
obstacles to health. This means that people are not exposed to social conditions that
systematically undermine their possibilities to avoid injury and illness; physically, mentally or
emotionally; e.g. dangerous working conditions or insufficient rest from work; influence. This
means that people are not systematically hindered from participating in shaping the social
systems they are part of; e.g. by suppression of free speech or neglect of opinions; from
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participating in shaping the social systems they are part of; e.g. by suppression of free speech
or neglect of opinions; competence. This means that people are not systematically hindered
from learning and developing competence individually and together; e.g. by obstacles for
education or insufficient possibilities for personal development; impartiality. This means that
people are not systematically exposed to partial treatment; e.g. by discrimination or unfair
selection to job positions; meaning-making. This means that people are not systematically
hindered from creating individual meaning and cocreating common meaning; e.g. by
suppression of cultural expression or obstacles to co-creation of purposeful conditions”.
Social Sustainability Principles: According to the definition of social sustainability the
social sustainability principles indicate that “in a sustainable society people are not subject to
structural obstacles to health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning-making”
(Missimer et a., 2017b, 48).
Socio-ecological system: An ecosystem where humans and nature are interconnected in
numerous and complex ways. Thus, people “adapt to changes in their environment and their
environment changes, as a result” (Stockholm Resilience Centre, 2018).
Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD): The SSD is a specific scientific approach based
on both social and ecological systems which aims to bring clear structure and strategic direction
towards sustainability.
Stakeholders engagement: “The process used by an organisation to engage relevant
stakeholders for a purpose to achieve accepted outcomes” (AccountAbility, 2008 cited in
“Stakeholder Management”, 2008).
Strategic way: to identify “long-term or overall aims and interests and the means [...] (to
achieve) them” (Oxford Dictionary, 2018).
Structural obstacles: political, economic and cultural conditions, ideas or stereotypes
embedded in the society which prohibit people from fulfilling their fundamental needs. These
constructions “are firmly established in society, upheld by those with power (political,
economic or other forms), and which are, due to a variety of dependencies, difficult to overcome
or avoid by the people exposed to them” (Missimer et al., 2017b, 47).
Suppliers: “a company, person, etc. that provides things or services which people want or need,
especially over a long period of time” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2018).
Triple Bottom Line (TBL): “is an accounting framework of three parts: social, environmental
and financial. The TBL framework has been adopted by organizations to evaluate performance.
The three aspects interrelate to determine a corporation’s performance” (ADEC Innovations,
2018).
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List of Abbreviations
5LF – Five Level Framework
BPCB – Business Principles for Countering Bribery
BSCI – Business Social Compliance Initiative
CRT Principles – Caux Roundtable Principles
CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility
ETI Base Code – Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code
FSSD – Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development
GRI Standards – Global Reporting Initiative Standards
ILO MNE – Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and
Social Policy (from the International Labour Organisation)
ISO 26000 – International Organisation for Standardisation 26000
ISO 9001 – International Organisation for Standardisation 9001
NGO – Non-governmental organisations
OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OECD Guidelines – OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
OHSAS 18001 – Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 18001
ORQ – Overarching Research Question
SA 8000 – Social Accountability 8000
SDGs – Sustainable Development Goals
SRQ – Sub-research Question
SSD – Strategic Sustainable Development
SSPs – Social Sustainability Principles
UNGC – United Nations Global Compact
UNGP – United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
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1 Introduction
1.1 Sustainability & Complexity
1.1.1 Business in socio-ecological system
In this globalization era, massive production and heavy consumption are part of modern
society’s culture and lifestyle (Vergragt et al., 2014). This shows that business, as one of the
most influential actors in society, plays a crucial role in shaping the habits of society, economic
progress and environmental conditions (Willard, 2009). Over the last 10 years, the
‘Sustainability Imperative’, the need for business to integrate sustainability within its strategies
in order to survive, has emerged, magnified by escalating public and governmental concern
about climate change, industrial pollution, food safety, and natural resource depletion, among
other issues (Lubin and Esty, 2010). This created a call from governments and the public for
global corporate transformation as the current business practices of take- make-waste model
and unsustainable capitalism causes massive collateral damage in the socio-ecological system
(Willard, 2009).
The socio-ecological system is an ecosystem where humans and nature are interconnected in
numerous and complex ways. Thus, people “adapt to changes in their environment and their
environment changes, as a result” (Stockholm Resilience Centre, 2018). Companies cannot
exist without society and vice versa (Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, 2004). Both,
companies and society, are highly dependent on the availability of natural resources. Human
population requires access to food, water and energy as fundamental needs to their existence
(Steffen et al., 2011; Umwelt Bundesamt, 2014). Similarly, these natural resources as well as
other Earth’s geological resource, such as fossil fuels and metals, are the basic resources needed
by companies to run their business and regulate supply and demand (Steffen et al., 2011). This
suggests the interdependency between each system and that companies are not only part of the
social system – society – but also part of the socio-ecological system:

Figure 1: Three-Nested- Dependencies Model (Willard, 2012, 9-11)

1.1.2 Risk of complex challenges for business
A lasting corporate sustainability transformation requires huge shift in corporate culture that
includes new behaviours, new norms and values and new assumptions and beliefs (Schein, 1985
cited in Willard, 2009). If actions are not taken to transform companies to be more sustainable,
more social complex challenges will emerge such as discrimination in the
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working place, unsafe working conditions and abuse of migrants’ workers (Krieger et al., 2006).
Complex challenges are challenges that are unpredictable because they consist of
interconnected parts which affect each other without following the linear “cause-effect”
procedure.
For instance, in recent years, the abuse of migrants’ workers is becoming one of the top threats
for business and global corporation’s reputation according to a report from a risk advisory firm,
“Verisk Maplecroft” in 2016 (Verisk Maplecroft, 2016). A number of efforts has been made to
reduce and eliminate this issue e.g. the implementation of the UK Modern Slavery Act in 2015
which has affected business globally (Verisk Maplecroft, 2016). However, despite notable
efforts have been made, the number of migrants’ and illegal workers are continuously
increasing. As the report from International Trade Union Confederation stated that, 50 out of
the world’s largest companies indirectly had under their employment 116 million
undocumented workers (ITUC, 2016). This problematic phenomenon - the abuse of migrants’
workers - could be worsened with the rise of globalization as well as increase of immigrants
and refugees who can be employed as illegal workers and regrettably give more profit to the
company (Balch, 2016).
It is unknown what exactly the root cause of this migrants’ workers problem is, the issues are
widely spread and diverse, ranging from social and political to demographic issues (Jennissen,
2007; Kritz, 1992; Osberg, 1982; Massey et al., 1993). For instance, one of the causes could be
the ongoing conflict in Syria which resulted in Europe’s migration crisis (BBC, 2016). Another
cause could be the role of labour brokers and vicious cycle of poverty which strongly link to
exploitation of migrants’ workers and modern slavery (Verisk Maplecroft, 2016). These
unpredictable events and complex problems created a condition where there is no option to
escape but to be part of forced labour, especially in today’s economic model which is
“unsustainable and threatening our continued existence as a species” (Willard, 2012, 4).
Subsequently, this issue of migrant workers could lead to more severe problems and more
violations on human rights such as discrimination in payment and promotion, exploitation to
dangerous working condition and other working abuse that could not only harm the
organisation’s reputation but also negatively influences sustainable development.
1.1.3 Complex problems in sustainable development
According to the United Nations, sustainability depends on: ”Development (which) is a
multidimensional undertaking to achieve a higher quality of life for all people. Economic
development, social development and environmental protection are interdependent and
mutually reinforcing components of sustainable development” (United Nations, 1997 cited in
Kuhlman and Farrington, 2010, 2). The fact that the causes and effects of sustainability
challenges such as migrants’ worker issues are unpredictable and involve a number of
interconnected and interrelated elements shows the complexity. The behaviour of a set of
interconnected parts cannot be predicted because these parts affect each other in multiple ways
without following the linear “cause-effect” procedure, of the challenge (Kahane, 2004).
In addressing complex challenges, adopting a whole systems perspective is necessary rather
than seeing it from smaller individual parts (Chen, 2016). The reason for this is that
“interactions among components of the system cannot be understood by studying the
components of the system in isolation” (Steffen et al., 2006, 2). This relates to the importance
of systems thinking in addressing complex sustainability challenges where all aspects of
2

sustainability (ecological, social and economic) including interactions between its elements
should not be treated separately but addressed equally (Abson et al., 2017). It is therefore
important to build a sustainable economy which considers both social and ecological
sustainability.
1.1.4 Defining sustainability
During last decades, sustainability as a policy concept is based upon the definition of
Brundtland Report of 1987 (Kuhlman and Farrington, 2010). The Brundtland Report suggested
that sustainability can be achieved through: "development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (United
Nations, 1987, 41). Sustainable development includes three different aspects of sustainability,
which are environmental, social and economic. (Kuhlman and Farrington, 2010; Lélé, 1991;
Gibson, 2006). Broman and Robèrt, 2017 suggested that ecological, social and financial capital
are important for the transition to a sustainable society. This transition can be proved
challenging since it requires “an extensive coordinated collaboration across disciplines and
sectors” (Broman and Robèrt, 2017, 17). To reach a shared common understanding of the
concept of sustainability, there was a need to define sustainability in an interdisciplinary way.
Hence, a definition based upon principles that set the boundaries of sustainable development
within the socio-ecological system was developed (Broman and Robèrt, 2017).
According to Broman and Robèrt “in a sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically increasing concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth's crust,
concentrations of substances produced by society and degradation by physical means”.
Moreover, “people are not subject to structural obstacles to health, influence, competence,
impartiality and meaning-making” (Broman and Robèrt, 2017, 7). Nevertheless, social
sustainability is not only complex but also vague (Missimer et al., 2017), which makes them
“more difficult to analyse, comprehend, define, and incorporate into sustainability projects and
planning than the other dimensions of sustainability” (Boström, 2012, 3f). Subsequently,
despite a growing concern in social sustainability issues, the academic literature that provide
both practical and theoretical knowledge of this term are still very limited (ibid).

1.2 Social Sustainability
1.2.1 Importance of social sustainability for business
Companies are a part of the economic system, which is part of the social system, while the
social system, which includes human beings, is part itself of the ecological system. This
interrelation between social system with economic and ecological system shows the
interdependence of each system in order to evolve (Gibson, 2006). Nevertheless, the
interrelation between these systems could also lead to sustainability challenges as Steffen, et al.
stated that “social and economic connectivity is generating some instabilities in the human
enterprise” (Steffen et al., 2011). Moreover, today's environmental challenges such as loss of
biodiversity are also mainly driven by unsustainable human activities (ME assessment,
2005cited in Steffen et al., 2011). This suggest that social, economic and ecological
sustainability are equally important to be addressed. However, focusing on the social dimension
of
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sustainability is crucial, because neglecting the impact of business on societal issues means that
more severe problems related to both ecological and social challenges arise (Missimer, 2015).
1.2.2 Defining social sustainability
Due to various perspectives, different definitions of social sustainability exist which involved
looking at social sustainability as a development stage, as a condition to achieve and as a
process. These perspectives affected the framing for definitions as well (Rasouli and
Kumarasuriyar, 2016). For example, according to Stephen McKenzie, social sustainability is
seen as a set of formal and informal processes, systems, structures and relationships which
actively support the capacity of current and future generations to create healthy and liveable
communities (McKenzie, 2004). In the corporate world, the term “corporate social
responsibility” (CSR) is increasingly being used for the term “social sustainability” or moreover
to describe social sustainability. Rasche et al. defined CSR as “the integration of an enterprise’s
social, environmental, ethical and philanthropic responsibilities towards society into its
operations, processes and core business strategy in cooperation with relevant stakeholders”
(Rasche et al, 2017, 6). However, there is no common definition for this phenomenon, as it is
so complex and has many different facets and difficulties to grasp. For the sake of having a
common understanding about social sustainability for this research, social sustainability is
defined according to the FSSD: “In a sustainable society […] people are not subject to structural
obstacles to health. This means that people are not exposed to social conditions that
systematically undermine their possibilities to avoid injury and illness; physically, mentally or
emotionally; e.g. dangerous working conditions or insufficient rest from work; influence. This
means that people are not systematically hindered from participating in shaping the social
systems they are part of; e.g. by suppression of free speech or neglect of opinions; from
participating in shaping the social systems they are part of; e.g. by suppression of free speech
or neglect of opinions; competence. This means that people are not systematically hindered
from learning and developing competence individually and together; e.g. by obstacles for
education or insufficient possibilities for personal development; impartiality. This means that
people are not systematically exposed to partial treatment; e.g. by discrimination or unfair
selection to job positions; meaning-making. This means that people are not systematically
hindered from creating individual meaning and cocreating common meaning; e.g. by
suppression of cultural expression or obstacles to co-creation of purposeful conditions”
(Broman and Robèrt, 2017, 23). “Structural obstacles describe social constructions - political,
economic and cultural - which are firmly established in society, upheld by those with power
(political, economic or other forms), and which are, due to a variety of dependencies, difficult
to overcome or avoid by the people exposed to them” (Missimer et al., 2017, 47). To address
social sustainability, there is a need for companies to understand the impacts of their actions
within the social system (Epstein and Roy, 2001). Companies might also take into account
performance issues which might include “human rights, fair labour practices, living conditions,
health, safety, wellness, diversity, equity, work-life balance, empowerment, community
engagement, philanthropy and volunteerism” (ADEC Innovations, 2018).
1.2.3 Social Systems
Social systems are the interrelations between individuals, communities and formal
organisations, and are defined as complex adaptive systems (Missimer et al., 2017a). Complex
adaptive systems are the systems which are uncertain in behaviour, determined by surprise and
are prone to change (Missimer et al., 2017a). Hence, social systems require flexibility and
adaptation in dealing with the sudden change and uncertainty. This ability of social systems to
adapt is called resilience, which often helps human communities to withstand external shocks
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related to environmental, social, economic or political disruptions (Smit and Wandel, 2006).
“Resilience provides adaptive capacity” (Smit and Wandel, 2006), which is defined as the
general ability of institutions, systems, and individuals to adjust to potential damage, to take
advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences (Green Facts, Facts on Health and
Environment, 2018). Gupta et al. suggested that adaptive capacity helps various social actors to
react to short or long-term consequences, caused by environmental or social challenges (Gupta
et al., 2010). Merlina Missimer is one of the few authors who has ventured into the complex
field of adaptive capacity within the field of social sustainability science. In the eyes of the
researchers she has researched and explained the essential elements of adaptive capacity
(diversity, learning, trust, self-organization and common meaning) most intensively (Missimer
et al., 2017a). She has described the following elements as essential for a society that want to
move towards social sustainability (Missimer et al., 2017a):
•
•
•
•

•

Diversity, in general increases variety of options, and assists in innovation. Since, the future
is highly unpredictable, having diverse options helps to be resistant to the change. Different
perspectives also help in gaining knowledge about and understanding a system.
Learning implies that an individual or a collective should be able to sense the changes and
adapt to them quickly. This ability refers to understanding the system, not as a sum of parts,
but as interrelations between the parts.
Self-organization is the ability of an individual or a collective to reorganize themselves by
adopting to the change and cope up with it quickly.
Trust is a key element that binds the society together. Since the social system is complex,
it is quite difficult for an individual to understand it, control it and make decisions to cope
up with the change. Hence, by trusting in a collective and relying on other individuals, it is
relatively easy to make decisions and choose alternative options. With trust, one can deal
with the uncertainty of future.
Common Meaning is another key element of adaptive capacity. As Missimer et al. states,
“humans are meaning making and meaning seeking species” and “the human brain cannot
sustain purposeless living” (Missimer et al., 2017a, 37). Various researchers indicate that
humans are always in search of meaning and purpose in their life. Without a purpose and
meaning in life there is a discomfort for individuals in a system. When it comes to system,
it requires a clear purpose in order to exist and thrive (Cacioppo et al., 2005; Marsen, 2008;
Park, 2011; Kurzman, 2008 cited in Missimer et al., 2017a).

Overall, adaptive capacity provides a variety of potential answers to unanticipated and difficult
to predict challenges (Engle, 2011), especially nowadays where current governance cannot deal
with modern challenges (Pahl-Wostl, 2009).
1.2.4 Business moving towards social sustainability
Considering the urgency to move towards sustainability, many companies apply CSR policies
and show a great interest about the social impact of their activities (Hutchins and Sutherland,
2008, 1688). However, according to Amnesty International and United Nations human dignity,
equality, the notion of human family, participatory rights, civil freedoms, health, peace and
security, and free speech are endangered (Amnesty International, 2017; United Nations, 2017).
This suggests that studies on the social dimension of sustainability are urgently needed.
Neglecting the impact of societal issues means more severe problems of both ecological and
social challenges arise. Furthermore, research indicated that studies upon social sustainability
are still underdeveloped, compared to the environmental part of sustainability, this implies the
need for further development in this area (Colantonio et al., 2009; Dempsey et al., 2011; Littig
and Griessler, 2005; Missimer, 2015).
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Moreover, social sustainability practices benefit business regarding customer attraction and
retention, employer attractiveness, employee motivation and retention, which have been
identified as the key performance indicators for companies’ success (Weber, 2008). For
instance, companies which integrate social sustainability are more likely to have engaged
employees. This reflects on benefits such as, employees consistently say positive things about
the organisation, they intend to stay within the organisation and strive to achieve beyond their
daily objectives (Willard, 2012, 100-101). The monitoring of activities which move the
company towards social sustainability should utilize tools and metrics that are designed from a
systems perspective (Robèrt et al., 2002). However, more strategic guidance and directions are
required to help them restructure their business activities within sustainability boundaries as the
many different concepts, methods and tools that exist in the field make it difficult to navigate,
resulting in confusion about how sustainability can be reached in business world (Missimer et
al., 2010). This makes the sustainability efforts quite difficult to perform because of the
vagueness in defining and the lack of knowledge in approaching social sustainability (Missimer
et al., 2017).

1.3 Social Sustainability Tools
According to Broman and Robèrt addressing social sustainability includes methods, tools and
other forms of support that are often required for decision making, monitoring, and disclosures
of the actions to ensure that they are chosen in line with the strategic guidelines to arrive stepby-step at the defined success in the system (Broman and Robèrt, 2017). “A vast array of ideas,
concepts, methods, and tools has been developed in response to the complex nature of the
interrelated socio-ecological problems. Various kinds of management systems for Economy,
Quality, Security, Health, Environment and Climate, as well as Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) guidelines exist” (Cruz, 2008; Secchi, 2007; Dobers, 2009; cited in Missimer et al. 2010,
1107).
Consequently, there is a lack of clear guidance about which social sustainability tools are most
appropriate for at the field of organizations. Dahlsrud stated that “the CSR deﬁnitions are
describing a phenomenon but fail to present any guidance on how to manage the challenges
within this phenomenon” (Dahlsrud, 2008, 6). Furthermore, literature research shows that most
articles are analysing social sustainability tools individually instead of using a comparison of
two or three tools (Missimer et al., 2014; Spangenberg, 2016). This creates difficulties for
business in choosing and applying the most efficient social sustainability tools
– regarding their context and needs.

1.4 Strategic Sustainable Development Concepts
Vallance et al. indicated that the literature regarding social sustainability is very diverse and
they speak about a “conceptual chaos” (Vallance et al., 201, 342). Due to the variety of
conceptual frameworks, which were trying to address sustainability challenges, a group of
Swedish scientists developed a specific scientific approach called Strategic Sustainable
Development (SSD) based on both social and ecological systems which aims to bring clear
structure and strategic direction towards sustainability (Missimer 2015, 2ff; Robèrt, Broman
and Basile 2013, 1). SSD is based upon two conceptual frameworks: The Five Level Framework
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(5LF) and the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FFSD).
The 5LF was selected for this research because “it can be used for planning in any complex
system where there is an intended success outcome” (Waldron et al., 2008, 6). It helps organize
complex information by providing “intellectual analysis of the interrelated elements of strategic
planning and how they inform one another” (Waldron et al., 2008, 8). It consists of “five
distinct, interrelated levels - Systems, Success, Strategic, Actions and Tools” (Robèrt, 2012,
169). The systems level includes information regarding the main elements of every system,
such as laws, basic functions, mechanisms, and feedback loops (Waldron et al., 2008). The
success level defines under which conditions the outcome of the planning could be considered
successful (ibid.). The strategic guidelines level indicates which actions should be the most
appropriate to lead at the success (ibid.). The actions level includes all the actions that could
lead to the success (ibid.). The tools level includes all the techniques, measurements, and
instruments which could help to reach success, monitor the system or see if the actions are truly
strategic (ibid.).
The FSSD was designed as an answer to the fuzziness within the sustainability field and the
need for a structure that would unify scientists and practitioners from different fields the FSSD
was created. (Broman and Robèrt, 2017). It is the application of the 5LF within “the system:
Society in the Biosphere” (Waldron et al., 2008, 9). As Missimer et al. stated, it offers a “robust
and operational definition of global sustainability, including guidelines for the modelling of
step-wise and strategic pathways to sustainable goals as well as for the selection and informing
of support tools” (Missimer et al., 2014, 4). It is based upon systems thinking and, thus, it helps
to recognize challenges and potential opportunities using a perspective that focuses in
sustainability (Broman and Robèrt, 2017). Moreover, the FSSD is designed to clarify and
examine in a rigorous way the planning and decision-making towards society’s sustainability
within the biosphere (Waldron et al., 2008). The FSSD has already been applied by business
leaders in order to move organizations and projects towards sustainability. Moreover, it has
been used in order to analyse and compare different tools’ and concepts’ efficiency regarding
sustainable development, which were related with eco-design and companies’ decision system.
Thus, it can be used for all companies that want to move strategically towards sustainability
(Waldron et al., 2008; Broman and Robèrt, 2017). The following graphic shows the FSSD in a
short overview:
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Figure 2: Application of the FSSD to the system: A company within society in the biosphere. Waldron,
et al., 2008, 12

One of the key features of FSSD is the establishment of principles, which work as conditions
that should be achieved aiming to sustainability (Missimer et al., 2014; Robèrt et al., 2002).
“The principles are that in a socially sustainable society people are not subject to structural
obstacles to: (1) health, (2) influence, (3) competence, (4) impartiality and (5) meaning-making”
(Missimer, 2015, v). “Structural obstacles describe social constructions - political, economic
and cultural - which are firmly established in society, upheld by those with power (political,
economic or other forms), and which are, due to a variety of dependencies, difficult to overcome
or avoid by the people exposed to them” (Missimer et al., 2017, 47). The description of these
structural obstacles is explained within the definition of social sustainability and to be found at
the section1.2.2.

1.4.1 Why Strategic Sustainable Development?
For this research, elements of strategic sustainable development constructs, especially the FSSD
will be applied as an analysis method, since this conceptual framework is designed to structure
any approach or method from a full systems perspective, as well as from a full step- by-step
strategic perspective. The reason behind using the FSSD model is that it has been proven useful
for structuring analyses and assessments and for avoiding confusion in the complex
sustainability context (Broman and Robèrt, 2017). The FSSDwas not the only framework the
researchers considered. They considered other frameworks such as the Doughnut Economics,
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which were designed to address
sustainable development in general, and have been considered by the researchers to use them
for this research.
The Doughnut economics model consists of nine boundaries for the environmental domain
beyond which the degradation of the earth system takes place. The twelve dimensions of the
social domain are derived from the internationally agreed minimum social standards SDGs.
Between the environmental boundaries and social domain, lies the safe space for the human
society to live (Raworth, 2013). Another framework that was considered by the researchers is
the SDGs by United Nations which consists of 17 goals which are aimed to be achieved by
2030 for sustainable transformation of the world (Weber, 2017). The 17 goals have 169 targets
to monitor the progress (UN, 2015).
However, these frameworks have gaps which made the researchers choose the FSSD and the
5LF. For instance, the SDGs are too general (Selin, 2015). Even though the SDGs provide 17
goals and 169 targets, they do not provide clear guidance which makes it difficult for
implementing specific actions to achieve the desired goals (Easterly, 2015). For example, as
mentioned in target 12.8: “By 2030, ensure that people everywhere have the relevant
information and awareness for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature”
(UN, 2015). Also, they do not assist in adjusting efforts as needs can change in the future (Selin,
2015). They are high level goals which makes it difficult to achieve in a single step (Selin,
2015). On the other hand, Doughnut economics do not provide a thorough definition of
“sustainable development” and ways that it can be achieved (Gudynas, 2012). The Doughnut
economics is Western in its design. Sustainability development needs multicultural aspects
which are not embedded in this framework (Gudynas, 2012). It is often stated that the
framework is quite abstract to operate with (Horwitz, 2017). Also, it is stated that the Doughnut
economics do not define any guidelines on how to stay within the boundaries without degrading
the socio-ecological system (Raworth, 2013).
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Furthermore, the FSSD as a conceptual framework provides a holistic and science-based
systems approach that takes into account the complexity of sustainability challenges by using
systems view. This framework attempts to create a common language and understanding of
sustainability among scientists from different fields (Broman and Robèrt, 2017; Missimer et al.,
2017).

1.5 Research Aim & Research Questions
Until today most of the researchers concentrated on only one social sustainability tool within
their analysis for example Missimer et al., 2014 and Spangenberg, 2016. That’s why the
overarching aim of this research is to analyse, compare and map various large scale social
sustainability tools together. For this research, large scale social sustainability tools are defined
“as universally applicable tools that have spread internationally and today they are in regular
application around the world” (AtKisson, 2018). For the researchers, these large scale social
sustainability tools include principles, declarations, standards, guidelines which are used by
companies worldwide.
The researchers aim to look at how existing social sustainability tools help companies address
social sustainability challenges such as health and safety, limitation of free speech and the
equality of workers and stakeholders (Amnesty International, 2017; Missimer et al., 2017). For
this research, employees, customers, suppliers and local communities are identified as the main
stakeholders that “can affect or be affected by the business actions, objectives and policies”
(Business Dictionary, 2018). Employees, suppliers and customers were chosen, because they
are the main actors that influence and be influenced by a company (Confederation of Swedish
Enterprise, 2004). Local communities were chosen, because the researchers wanted to explore
companies impact to people who are not directly connected with companies.
The researchers assume that through analysing the large scale social sustainability tools through
the lens of SSD concepts, especially the 5LF and the FSSD, a recommendation for application
can be developed for business practitioners to give them an overview what specific tools are of
practical use from a strategic point of view and in which contexts. These recommendations aim
to address the lack of strategic guidance and directions which are required to help companies
restructure their activities within sustainability boundaries (Missimer et al., 2010). Using tools
in a strategic way means to identify “long-term or overall aims and interests and the means [...]
(to achieve) them” (Oxford Dictionary, 2018).
The overarching question of this research project is:
How can sustainability practitioners within a business context use current large scale social
sustainability tools in a strategic way?
The following sub-research questions assist in answering the above question:
SRQ 1: How can social sustainability tools be categorized based on their functionality?
SRQ 2: How do large scale social sustainability tools used in business address social
sustainability?
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1.6 Scope of the Research
This research focuses on social sustainability, specifically on social sustainability tools which
can be used by any type of company. The researchers want to take a deeper look at the field of
social sustainability and how it is applied within the business context. As stated in the
introduction, social sustainability is a huge and complex area within the sustainability
challenge. For this reason, the researchers want to contribute to sustainable development by
taking a closer look at tools that are known and are defined as to help companies to move
towards more sustainability, especially social sustainability. The researchers will examine their
chosen tools by using elements of the two conceptual frameworks – the 5LF and the FSSD in
order to lay out how functional the tools can be for companies and in which way they touch
upon various aspects of social sustainability. The scope of this research are large scale social
sustainability tools within a business context. That means that all in-house tools - tools which
are created by and for one special company - are excluded. This research focuses on business
practitioners which means the research only considers business perspective and no other
possible perspectives such as governments’ or NGOs’ perspectives. The analysis material
consists mostly of tools’ manuals which contain information from the tools designers’
perspective. Thus, this research project focuses mainly on the ideal case, taking into
consideration that the tool is implemented perfectly, as guided by the manual and not taking
into account about possible challenges and barriers that may arise during its implementation,
such as lack of resources, budget and capabilities.
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2 Methods
2.1 Research Approach & Design
This research explores the various social sustainability tools in terms of their functionality and
social sustainability, and respectively how the tools integrate the following aspects of social
sustainability: health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning-making.
For this purpose, the qualitative research approach was chosen as it was the only appropriate
way to answer the research questions. The qualitative research approach has the potential to
help the researchers discover new facts about the research subjects through its openness. In
addition, qualitative research methods, such as document analysis, can be more easily adapted
to the research subjects (Winter, 2000). Since the data of this research are mostly tool manuals,
the direct content analysis was chosen as method for the data analysis within this research. The
direct content analysis uses existing theories, prior research and in the case of this research
frameworks to develop a review process (Potter and Levine-Donnerstein, 1999, cited in Hsieh
and Shannon, 2005). Specifically, the elements of the conceptual frameworks (5LF and the
FSSD) are building the basis for the guiding questions in the review process through which the
social sustainability tools are analysed. For this research the approach was adapted by further
modifications specifically to the material used and regarding the research questions and aim of
this thesis.

Figure 3:Phases of the research process

1. Data Collection: included literature search within different academic databases as well as a
‘google search’ to get not only an insight into the academic field but also to get a practical
understanding of social sustainability. (See section 2.2 for more detail)
2. Tools Selection: helped to choose the social sustainability tools for this research based upon
agreed selection criteria for the tools within the research team. (See section 2.3 for more
detail)
3. Data Collection for selected tools: collected the tool manuals and other information such as
historical background of the tool itself as well as critiques on the tools through an online
search and specific search on academic databases. (See section 2.4 for more detail)
4. Data Analysis: analysed the tools’ manuals based upon elements of 5LF and FSSD.
Triangulation of the researchers’ findings. Integration of the critiques within the researchers’
findings. (See section 2.5 for more detail)
5. Comparison of Tools: compared the results for a better understanding and answering the
sub-research questions regarding the defined specific topics. (See section 2.6 for more detail)
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6. Development of Recommendation: developed recommendations for business practitioners
based upon the comparison which include observed patterns and specific aspects of the tools.
(See section 2.7 for more detail)
More detail information about each phase will be explained in the following sub-chapter 2.2 –
2.7.

2.2 Data Collection
To get a deeper insight into the academic field of social sustainability, which is this research
project’s field, a data collection was carried out first. Literature was searched within different
academic databases such as ‘ScienceDirect’, ‘Google scholar’ and ‘SAGE journals’. Terms
such as ‘social sustainability’, ‘social sustainability tools’, ‘social sustainability and business’,
‘CSR’, ‘CSR tools’, ‘CSR and business’ were used to get an overview of the current trends and
research within the social sustainability field. For each database, the following number of hits
are found: SAGE Journals: around 133,699 articles; Google Scholar: around 9,532,000 articles;
ScienceDirect: around 619,338 articles.
The researchers focused only on the articles which were explaining the above terms, instead of
referring to them merely. Peer reviewed articles were used as main source because of their
validity in academic field. Additionally, the researchers used other sources such as websites,
for example, European Commission, “Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)”, last updated
May 23rd, 2018, last accessed May 23rd, 2018 http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/corporatesocial-responsibility_en. and “Environmental and Social Sustainability.”, Accessed May 8,
2018 and books for example “Willard, Bob. The new sustainability advantage: seven business
case benefits of a triple bottom line. New Society Publishers, 2012” and “Savitz, Andrew. The
triple bottom line: how today's best-run companies are achieving economic, social and
environmental success-and how you can too. John Wiley & Sons, 2013.” These sources were
found through ‘google search’ - to get a practical understanding on how social sustainability is
defined by businesses.

2.3 Tools Selection
In this phase the researchers collected their data sample which consists of large scale social
sustainability tools. A literature search was conducted by using the following search terms:
‘corporate social responsibility tools’, ‘social sustainability tools’ within ‘Google scholar’ and
‘SAGE Journals’. Moreover, the researchers had in mind to find the latest information regarding
social sustainability tools. That was the reason why they narrowed their search amongst peerreviewed articles published within the last five years. The following two articles were found,
which provided the researcher with a list of social sustainability tools:
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•
•

‘Iatridis, Konstantinos, and Doris Schroeder. “Applying Corporate Responsibility Tools
to Responsible Research and Innovation.” In Responsible Research and Innovation in
Industry, pp. 65-81. Springer, Cham, 2016’
‘Formánková, Sylvie, Renata Kučerová, and Andrea Hrdličková. “International
standards of social responsibility and their suitability for high educational institutions.”
World Review of Entrepreneurship, Management and Sustainable Development 14, no.
1-2 (2018): 156-170’.

These two articles were selected because they represent the latest information about social
sustainability tools. Though the second article focuses on high educational institutions, the tools
which were listed in the article represent “the most often used standards from the area of CSR”
(Formánková et al., 2018, 158). According to these articles, 17 sustainability tools were found.
Eco Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) was excluded because the tool considers only the
ecological aspects of sustainability. To help identify the tools that are to be chosen in this
research sample for analysis, a criteria selection was needed. The selection criteria made sure
that all the tools are at the same level so that they can be compared with each other. Moreover,
due to the time limits of the master thesis the researchers needed to limit the number of tools.
The selection criteria for the tools are listed in the following table:
Selection Criteria for the Tools
Criteria

Justifications

Free access of the tool manuals: As master students the researchers do not have the budget to pay for
Found online without any costs access of the tool manuals.
for the researchers.
Multinational application: The Regionally or nationally specific tools are excluded because the
tool
can
be
used
in researchers focus on a global orientation so that every practitioner can
multinational context and use the tools regardless of his/ her home-country and his/ her
economic location. Accordingly, the outcome of the tools can be
internationally.
compared around the world.
Multi-Stakeholder-Process for
developing the tool: The tools
are developed with a multistakeholder- approach.

The researchers’ aim is that the tools are created through the
integration of different stakeholder’s views. The researchers assume
that through this approach, the tool can cover a wide range of social
sustainability aspects. This means that any science-based tools that
incorporate views from multiple stakeholders are also falling under
this criterion.

Table 1: Selection Criteria for the tools
Based on this selection criteria, AccountAbility 1000 series (AA 1000 Series) and The Global
Sullivan Principles were excluded. AA1000 series was excluded because the tool manual was
not available for free and the Global Sullivan Principles was excluded as well because their
focus is only applicable to certain region (Africa).
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Finally, the following 14 social sustainability tools were chosen:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Principles for countering Bribery (BPCB)
Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI)
Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability
Caux Round Table Principles for Responsible Business (CRT Principles)
Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code (ETI Base Code)
Global Reporting Initiative Standards (GRI Standards)
International Organisation of Standardisation 26000 (ISO 26000)
International Organisation of Standardisation 9001 (ISO 9001)
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises (OECD Guidelines)
Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 18001 (OHSAS 18001)
Social Accountability 8000 (SA8000)
Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social
Policy (ILO MNE)
United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)
United Nations Guiding principles (UNGP)

2.4 Data Collection for the Selected Tools
After selecting the tools, the researchers needed to collect the tool manuals for analysis. An
online search was conducted to collect the tool manuals and other relevant information such as
historical background and development of the tool itself. The following tool's manuals were
found in their official websites: GRI Standards, SA8000, UNGC, UNGP, ILO MNE, BSCI,
BPCB, CRT Principles, Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability, ETI Base Code and OECD
Guidelines. The manuals of ISO 26000, ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001 were found through
‘google search’.
The researchers included critiques for every tool to integrate the users’ perspective within their
analysis. Therefore, a search for critiques on the tools from peer reviewed articles was also
conducted to compare them with the information collected from the official websites of the
tools. In conducting this research, the following terms are used: "(Tool) critiques" ‘Critiques on
(tool)’, ‘Critical review on (tool)’, ‘Why is the (tool) important?’ and ‘Does this (tool) address
social sustainability issues?’. Besides using academic databases such as ‘ScienceDirect’,
‘Google scholar’ and ‘SAGE journals’, the researchers used "google search" due to limited
availability of the peer reviewed articles for this research. The researchers included critiques
which were published in online newspapers articles. However, the researchers are aware that
the authors of these articles could be biased, because of their different backgrounds and
experience in working with the selected social sustainability tools.
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2.5 Data Analysis
This phase of research was to analyse the selected sample of tools in order to find out each of
the tools’ scope, function and purpose as well as their strengths and weaknesses regarding social
sustainability based on the information collected from the tools’ manuals and the critiques. In
the analysis phase, the researchers, considering the complexity of social sustainability
(Missimer et al., 2017), used the 5LF and FSSD in order to find out how each tool can be
categorized based on their functionality (SRQ 1) and how these tools address different aspects
of social sustainability, such as health, influence, competence, impartiality and creation of
meaning-making for business’ employees, customers, suppliers and local communities (SRQ
2).
Since all the tools were developed in different times by various institutions or organizations,
each tool might address social sustainability issues using divergent approaches with different
requirements and expectations. This leads to scattered information especially as each tools’
manual provides different contents with non-universal terms. It is therefore important to have
one standard analysis technique to review the various tools and create a common understanding
of each tools’ characteristics and specifications - especially regarding social sustainability. To
do this, a set of review process tables were developed by the researchers to classify and
categorize different information from each tool’s manual based upon elements of the chosen
conceptual frameworks.
2.5.1 Data Analysis – 5LF
The 5LF was selected because “it can be used for planning in any complex system where there
is an intended success outcome” (Waldron et al., 2008, 6). It helps organize complex
information by providing “intellectual analysis of the interrelated elements of strategic planning
and how they inform one another” (Waldron et al., 2008, 8). Social sustainability tools,
according to their own manuals, are designed to help business to navigate within complex
systems which are interrelated such as businesses within the socio-ecological system (Waldron
et al., 2008). Therefore, the 5LF was used as the optimal categorization method to classify data
collected from the tools’ manuals and the critiques in order to clarify the information the
researchers got.
In developing the 5LF review process table, the researchers looked at the definition and
explanation of each level under the 5LF (system, success, strategic guidelines, actions and tools)
and created a set of guiding questions in relation to the tools. For instance, the questions include
whether or not the tool defines the system in which it operates and in which way (systems level).
Furthermore, questions were asked if the tool provides a clear purpose and a final goal to the
user (success level), if it offers guidelines that could help to prioritize actions which can move
a business more effectively towards social sustainability (strategic guidelines level) and finally
if the tool provides descriptive actions that can move business towards social sustainability. The
researchers did not include tools level, because this would relate the selected tools with other
tools, especially tools which touch upon the environmental part of sustainability. Tools that
only touch upon environmental sustainability were excluded due to the scope of this research.
Even though, considering both environmental and social aspects is necessary in order to
approach sustainability holistically, this research project focuses only on social sustainability.
Moreover, the research aim is to analyse, compare and map large scale social sustainability
tools, but not relate them to each other. The researchers acknowledge the fact that relations
between the chosen tools would be valuable for business practitioners.
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However, the researchers excluded them, considering the time limitation of this research. The
researchers assumed that the selected social sustainability tools are already relevant to help a
company to move towards social sustainability. The 5LF review process table helped the
researchers to analyse the tool itself and its key features. This way, the researchers will answer
the first research question in order to find out how social sustainability tools can be categorised
based on their functionality.
In addition to the guiding questions, specific definitions are provided in the 5LF review process
table to explain the clear meaning of each term and provide a common understanding for the
researchers when analysing different tools. Therefore, online dictionaries, such as Oxford
dictionary and Cambridge dictionary and scientific articles such as Missimer, et al. “A strategic
approach to social sustainability–Part 1: exploring the social system.” Journal of Cleaner
Production 140 (2017): 32-41 were used to gather information about the definitions in the
review process table. When reviewing the tools using the 5LF review process table, the
researchers answered each question with either “yes” or “no” depending on the information
provided from each tool’s manuals. If the answer is “yes”, the content as well as page number
of the concerning manual is provided as a reference.
A “yes” at the systems level means that a tool defines the context for which it was designed. If
not, the answer regarding the systems level is “no”. A “yes” at the success level means that the
tool provides i) a clear purpose and ii) a final goal. If not, the answer is “no”. Regarding this
level, if the tool answers only one of the two questions which are connected to the success level,
the final answer is “no”. A “yes” at the strategic guidelines level means a tool can help business
to prioritize actions which could move the company more effectively towards social
sustainability. If not, the answer is “no”. A “yes” at the actions level means that a tool provides
descriptive actions that could move companies towards social sustainability. If not, the answer
is “no”. Regarding this level, if the tool answers only one of the two questions, which are
connected with the action level, the final answer will be “no”.
The detailed table with the guiding questions and definitions of each level of the 5LF can be
found at the Appendix 1.
After this data analysis in order to assess if a tool is useful enough to work with and if it fulfils
its intended purpose, the researchers asked the following questions:
-

Is there a connection between the context and the purpose of the tool?
Is the goal of the tool enough to fulfil the purpose of the tool?
Are the strategic guidelines enough help to get to the goal?
Are the actions enough to achieve the goal of the tool?

These questions were answered either with a “yes” or a “no” and a tool is useful enough if it
has four “yes” as answers. Otherwise the tool is not useful enough to help a company to fulfil
the tools intended purpose.
2.5.2 Data Analysis – FSSD
Furthermore, the researchers have chosen FSSD as a conceptual framework for their data
analysis because it can be used for all companies that want to move strategically towards
sustainability (Waldron et al., 2008; Broman and Robèrt, 2017). Moreover, the FSSD is useful
in order to frame the researchers’ thinking around tools which are related to sustainable
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development (Waldron et al., 2008). Thus, the researchers have chosen to use elements of the
FSSD in order to answer the second question of this research project and find out in which way
large scale social sustainability tools address social sustainability.
Similar with the 5LF review process table, the FSSD review process table was also developed
in order to create a set of guiding questions from the definition and explanation of the FSSD
concept. For instance, under the system level, three questions were asked: i) whether the
selected tools help a company to understand their impacts in the socio-ecological system, ii)
whether the tools provide opportunities to the company to absorb disturbance and reorganize
itself, which means that the organization responds to the changes in the system and quickly
adapts to the situation (Folke et al., 2002) and iii) whether the tools provide the opportunity for
companies to understand aspects of the global value chain that can affect themselves in regard
to reputation. More detailed questions were also asked regarding each social sustainability
principles under the success level, and it is questioned if the selected tools help companies to
overcome barriers to health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning- making. In the
strategic guidelines level, the questions included two questions: i) Whether the selected tools
can provide backcasting as a method for business to envision their future towards social
sustainability and steps to reach it (Holmberg and Robèrt, 2000). ii) Whether the selected tools
provide help in order to understand or maximise non-financial capital. Backcasting is a key
element in the conceptual framework FSSD (Missimer et al., 2010). It is a method used in
creating an envisioned future for an organisation initially and then planning steps to achieve the
vision (Holmberg and Robèrt, 2000). It is specifically useful in dealing with complex challenges
in regards to sustainability (Robèrt et al., 2017). For the researchers, non-financial capital
includes all the resources that can help a company to thrive and cannot be measured in terms of
money. This is aligned with the research focus which is social sustainability. Non-financial
capital within this research includes: stakeholder engagement, human capital, social capital,
cultural capital, political capital, suppliers’, customers’ and employees’ satisfaction, intellectual
capital and relationship capital. The definitions of these terms were collected from several
resources to help the researchers answer the FSSD review process table within their analysis
(SRQ 2). These definitions were chosen because the researchers assume that these are the most
appropriate to understand and explain complicated terms relating to non-financial capital within
a business context.

Figure 4: Definition of the Non-financial Capitals (Business Dictionary, 2018; Cambridge Dictionary, 2018;
Seven Community Capitals, 2007; Related Vision, 2015)
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Moreover, due to time limitation, the researchers do not include the actions level within the
FSSD review process table. Otherwise, great effort and a great amount of time would have been
spent to list all the actions found within these 14 social sustainability tools. Finally, the
researchers did not include the tools level from FSSD, for the same reasons they did not include
tools level at the construction of the 5LF review process table, as it was explained above. (See
3.5.1 Data analysis – 5LF)
Apart from the “yes” and “no” options in the FSSD review process table, more detailed scoring
rules are created as the answers can be more nuanced and complex. Thus, the options “strongly”,
“partially” and “slightly” are introduced. The whole five spectrum scoring table which indicates
the differentiation between these terms (“yes”, “strongly”, “partially”, “slightly” and “no”) can
be found at the Appendix 4.
A “yes” at the systems level means that a tool helps companies to understand their impacts in
the socio-ecological system, it provides opportunities to the company to absorb disturbance and
reorganize itself and if the tools provide the opportunity to understand aspects of the global
value chain that could affect social sustainability. If not, the answer is “no”. “Strongly”,
“partially” and “slightly” as an answer indicates that the tool touches upon the elements as
described above, nevertheless to a greater or lesser extent.
A “yes” at the success level means that a tool helps companies to overcome barriers related to
health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning-making. If not, the answer is “no”.
“Strongly”, “partially” and “slightly” as an answer indicates that the tool touches upon the
elements as described above, nevertheless to a greater or lesser extent.
A “yes” at the strategic guideline level means that a tool provides backcasting approach and/or
provides help in order to understand or maximise non-financial return on investment. If not, the
answer is “no”. “Strongly”, “partially” and “slightly” as an answer indicates that the tool
touches upon the elements as described above, nevertheless to a greater or lesser extent. The
detailed table with the guiding questions and definitions of each level of the FSSD can be found
at the Appendix 2.
After this data analysis in order to assess if a tool is enough to help a company to move towards
social sustainability, the researchers asked the following questions:
•
•
•

Is the content presented within the tool manual enough to reflect on the “dynamic
relationships between the ecological and social system” (Waldron et al., 2008, 12)?
Are the SSPs that are touched upon by the tools enough to help a company to move
towards social sustainability?
Is the decision-making structure enough to help a company to decide in a strategic
way?

For question one and three the answers are answered either with a “yes” or with a “no”. In case
of the second question the researchers were more nuanced within their answers. For this reason,
they created three categories: i) Tools that are enough to move a company towards social
sustainability by helping to eliminate structural obstacles. - Tools that address all SSPs (have
“yes” as an answer for each SSP) ii) Tools that are not enough to move a company towards
social sustainability but provide first steps towards social sustainability by helping to address
social sustainability aspects within a company. - Tools that only address specific SSPs (have
“yes”, “strongly” and “partially” as an answer for each SSP) iii) Tools that do not
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provide any of the above options. - Tools that have either “no” and “slightly” as an answer for
each SSP. A tool is enough to help a company to move towards social sustainability if it has
three “yes” as answers. Otherwise the tool is not enough to help a company to move towards
social sustainability.
2.5.3 Triangulation
Despite a thorough process being developed in order to analyse the tools with as much
objectivity as possible, the researchers acknowledge that they may interpret some aspects of the
tools differently, due to their different academic and professional background. For this reason,
triangulation amongst the members of the research team was used.
At the first stage of the analysing phase Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability, ILO MNE, ETI Base
Code, CRT Principles and GRI Standards were analysed by all researchers. These five tools
were analysed together to make sure that the researchers have a common understanding about
all the terms in the analysis. These tools were the first five in the review process table. GRI was
triangulated because it was huge, and the researchers were careful not to lose information in the
tool manual regarding interpretation. Afterwards the results from every researcher were
triangulated so the research could gain more credibility and validity. As Savin-Baden and
Major, 2013 stated, triangulation can be the opinions of multiple researchers upon the same
topic, because such an approach “broadens their understanding of the subject of their research”
(Savin-Baden and Major, 2013, 477). Next, due to time limitation, the rest of the tools were
divided upon groups of two researchers. Every researcher of these groups analysed separately
one after the other tool and then the two researchers triangulated their results from the analysis.
When there were differences between the findings of the two researchers, they discussed the
most appropriate answer by reviewing the tool’s manual again according to the guiding
questions of the review process tables, which were constructed in the way that was mentioned
above.
On a second level of triangulation, the researchers collected information about the tools from
the critiques to accommodate user’s perspectives and provide a practical view. Critiques about
each tool were mostly gathered from journals, websites and other academic articles. Journals
which discussed specific tools were found such as Brown, Halina Szejnwald, Martin De Jong,
and Teodorina Lessidrenska. “The rise of the Global Reporting Initiative: a case of institutional
entrepreneurship.” Environmental Politics 18, no. 2 (2009): 182-200. andGhahramani,
Abolfazl. “Diagnosis of poor safety culture as a major shortcoming in OHSAS 18001-certified
companies.” Industrial health 55, no. 2 (2017): 138-148. Other critiques were also found from
the website such as www.eco-business.com which published an article called “Is sustainability
reporting working?” and www.ethicalconsumer.org which provide detail information including
criticism, visibility and transparency about different social sustainability tools such as BSCI,
SA8000 and ETI Base Code. Information from the critiques that are relevant or responding to
the guiding questions of the review table are taken into consideration. Since information from
the critiques can bring more objectiveness to this research with their users’ or practitioners’
perspective, the findings of each tool based on the 5LF and the FSSD review process tables
were triangulated and re-assessed by integrating the critiques’ findings.
•

If the findings of the analysis of the tools’ manuals and the information provided by the
critiques are not aligned, the result was degraded, because the researchers want to take
into account the implementation phase of the tools within companies, apart from
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•
•

the tools’ manuals. For instance, according to the research findings, regarding the
elements of adaptive capacity of BSCI, the tool touches upon building trust. However,
critiques indicated that the tool has not the ability to build trust. Thus, the initial
assessment changed from “yes” to “strongly”.
If conflicting critiques are found, the researchers did not change the initial assessment,
because the researchers considered that different opinions neutralize each other.
If there was no information found in the critiques, the researchers did not change the
initial assessment.

2.6 Comparison of the Tools
Comparison as a qualitative research method lays out the basis for a better understanding of
results and answers the sub-research questions. It gives the researchers the chance to show how
findings are possible to compare regarding the chosen topics (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013,
428). Thus, comparison as a method represents a way to a focused and, thus, also limited
comparative analysis of topics rather than an overall view. Finally, two comparison tables were
constructed, one regarding the findings from the 5LF analysis of every tool and another one
from the FSSD analysis of every selected tool.
The tools’ comparison table based on 5LF review process includes all the selected tools and a
“yes” or “no” answer regarding if they touch upon the systems level, the success level, the
strategic guidelines level and the actions level. The interpretation of the “yes” and “no” answer
which was used, was the same as the interpretation the researchers used for the answers
regarding the 5LF review process table above in the data analysis.
Five Level Framework
Tools

System Level Success Level Strategic Guidelines Level Action Level

TOOL 1

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

…

…

…

…

…

Table 2: Comparison table for the 5LF analysis-findings
The tools comparison table based on the FSSD review process, includes all the selected tools
and an answer regarding how large scale social sustainability tools address social sustainability
within a business context. This table illustrates how each tool touches upon the system level,
success level and the strategic guidelines level. The success level is subdivided into the
following social sustainability aspects: health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning
making. The answers can be one of the following: “yes”, “strongly”, “partially”, “slightly” or
“no”. The interpretation of these answers was the same as the interpretation the researchers used
for the answers regarding the FSSD review process table above in the data analysis.
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FSSD
Systems
Level

Tools

Success Level
Health

YES/
YES/
TOOL
Strongly/ Strongly/
1
Partially/ Partially/
Slightly/ Slightly/
NO
NO
…
…
…

Competence Influence Impartiality MeaningMaking

Overall
Result

Strategic
Guidelines
Level

YES/
Strongly/
Partially/
Slightly/
NO

YES/
Strongly/
Partially/
Slightly/
NO

YES/
Strongly/
Partially/
Slightly/
NO

YES/
Strongly/
Partially/
Slightly/
NO

YES/
Strongly/
Partially/
Slightly/
NO

YES/
Strongly/
Partially/
Slightly/
NO

…

…

…

…

…

…

Table 3: Comparison table for the FSSD analysis-findings

2.7 Development of Recommendations
The comparison is the basis for developing the recommendations because it gives the
researchers an opportunity to observe patterns and shows which tool can be useful for
improving specific social sustainability aspects. The observed patterns and specific aspects of
the tools are integrated in the recommendations. The recommendations were structured based
on the following questions:
•
•
•

What should a business practitioner know about this tool? This includes information
about the tools background as well as costs such as membership-fees, auditing or
certification costs.
What kind of practice is the tool most appropriate for? This includes information about
the type of tool, for example whether it is a reporting or certification tool and
furthermore if the tool manual provides descriptive actions or guidelines.
Which social sustainability aspects are focused on by this tool? This includes
information regarding the topics the tool has touched upon.

These questions were chosen because the researchers considered that the answers of these
questions might be helpful for business practitioners to choose a specific tool to be applied
within a variety of business environments, such as manufacture, retailers etc. The
recommendations are intended to be useful for all business practitioners regardless of their
business background. Due to the time limit of this master thesis recommendations cannot be
evaluated or improved by case studies.
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2.8 Validity
Regarding the validity of this research project, the following validity threats were identified:
During this research project, the researchers were aware of biases that could affect their
findings. All researchers are part of the “Master in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability”
programme and share the same knowledge how social sustainability can be approached. This
fact can lead to confirmation biases during the research. Confirmation bias is “the tendency to
search for, interpret, favour, and recall information in a way that confirms one's pre-existing
beliefs or hypotheses” (Plous,1993, 233). In order to avoid this, the researchers analysed each
social sustainability tool separately and then triangulated each other’s findings. They always
kept in mind to be very sceptical when everybody agreed with each other. Moreover, during the
triangulation phase, one of the researchers hold the role of “devil’s advocate” trying to examine
if all the findings were well logically explained as well as integrating critical reviews from
others. The researchers were aware that special preferences regarding specific tools can
influence the selection of the tools for this research since some of the researchers have worked
with some of them before. In order to avoid this threat, the research was based upon literature
search through peer-reviewed articles. Even though there were only a few articles which refer
to a large number of tools, the researchers found two articles that provided a list of social
sustainability tools which are analysed in this research.
The researchers also kept in mind that they should be careful while constructing
recommendations for business practitioners. These recommendations represent generalizations
that were developed after the analysis of the tools. However, the recommendations are limited
because the implementation of the tools within business depends on a number of other factors
such as budget, size of business etc. which are not considered within the ideal case of this
research. In this research project, the researchers are aware that the implementation and the use
of the tools depends on factors, such as the budget that a company is willing to pay for the
implementation of a social sustainability tool, that can affect functionality of the tool and, thus,
of the recommendations. For this reason, the researchers took into account critiques for the
selected tools which represented the implementation of the tools within the business context.
To collect information a survey was initially conducted and shared with various stakeholders
and groups, such as business practitioners, Linkedin groups, Facebook groups and members of
academia from the field of sustainability science the given responses were not enough in order
to be considered a valid input for this research.
The researchers have different academic and professional backgrounds. This fact affected the
critical thinking within the research and helped the researchers to keep in mind their own
assumptions and biases. Moreover, the diversity within the group provided multiple
perspectives that enhanced the quality of this research.
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3 Results
In this chapter, the result of the analysis of the 14 social sustainability tools are presented. The
results include information collected from the tools’ manual which have been triangulated
between all the researchers and with the critiques of each tool.
The first chapter of these results illustrates the categorization of social sustainability tools based
on their scope, purpose and functionality. With this categorization, the researchers aim to
provide business practitioners with information that can help them choose a tool that best suits
their business context/ situation.
The second chapter highlights the elements of each social sustainability tool with respect to
aspects of social sustainability as defined by the chosen conceptual framework described in the
methods section of this research. Here, the researchers give the business practitioners an
overview of how the 14 tools integrate social sustainability by presenting their findings/ results
on the following aspects of social sustainability: health, influence, competence, impartiality and
meaning making.
Furthermore, the answer to the overarching research question can be found under Discussion.

3.1 SRQ 1: How can social sustainability tools be
categorized based on their functionality?
3.1.1 The tools that provide information about the context for
which they were designed
According to the findings from the 5LF review process table all the analysed tools provide
information about the context for which they were designed.
•

The following tools are designed only for business context:

OECD Guidelines: It is stated in the tool manual that “The OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises (the Guidelines) are recommendations addressed by governments to multinational
enterprises” (OECD, 2008, 9).
BSCI: It is stated in the tool manual that “BSCI is a business- driven initiative for companies
committed to improve working conditions in factories and farms worldwide” (BSCI System
Manual Part 1 Understanding the BSCI Implementation Strategy, 2014, 19).
BPCB: It is stated in the tool manual that “the Business Principles are intended for use by
enterprises of all sizes” (Transparency International, 2011, 8).
Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability: It is stated in the tool manual about transforming
enterprises to be more sustainable (Ceres, 2010, 1).
ETI Base Code: It is stated in the tool manual that the base code is applicable to companies
(Ethical Trade Initiative, 2016, 4).
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•

The following tools are designed for business and government context:

UNGP: It is stated in the tool manual that “these Guiding Principles apply to all States and to
all business enterprises, both transnational and others, regardless of their size, sector, location,
ownership and structure” (United Nations Human Rights Office of the Higher Commissioner,
2011, 1).
UNGC: It is stated in the tool manual that “these Guiding Principles apply to all States and to
all business enterprises, both transnational and others, regardless of their size, sector, location,
ownership and structure” (United Nations, 2004, 1).
•

The following tools are designed for business, government and other organizations
context:

ILO MNE: It is stated in the tool manual that “The Guiding Principles apply to all States and
to all enterprises, both multinational and others, regardless of their size, sector, operational
context, ownership and structure” (International Labour Organisation, 2017, 5).
•

The following tools are designed for business and other organizations context:

CRT Principles: It is stated in the tool manual that CRT Principles are” utilized in business
school curricula worldwide” (Caux Round Table, 2009, 8).
SA 8000: It is stated in the tool manual that “the scope of the Standard includes all personnel
within the organisation’s control and influence” (Social Accountability International, 2016, 3).
GRI Standards: It is stated in the tool manual that the GRI Standards are applicable to any
organisation that wants to use this tool (GRI Standards, GRI 101, 2016, 2).
ISO 26000: It is stated in the tool manual that “this International Standard is intended to be
useful to all types of organizations in the private, public and non-profit sectors, whether large
or small, and whether operating in developed or developing countries” (International Standard,
2010, VI).
OHSAS 18001: It is stated in the tool manual that this tool is applicable and helpful to
organisations of all sizes and structures (British Standards, 2009, 6, 9).
ISO 9001: It is stated in the tool manual that this tool is applicable to any organisation regardless
of its type or size, or the products and services it provides (International Standard, 2015, 1).
3.1.2 The tools that provide information about the reason for
which they were created (purpose) as well as observable and
measurable goals (e.g.: certification, audit, etc.)
According to the findings form 5LF review process table, all the selected tools, apart from ETI
Base Code, provide information about the reason for why they were created.
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The following tools used the term ‘sustainable development’ within their manuals as a reason
for why they were created: GRI Standards, OECD Guidelines, ISO 26000, UNGC and ILO
MNE
Moreover, the findings showed that 7 tools, besides providing a reason for why they were
created, they also provide observable and measurable end result which the researchers define
as final goal.
The following tool identified its final goal as Audit. Audit means a” planned verification and
examination of internal and external operations of a company” (Business Dictionary, 2018):
BSCI
The following tools identified their final goal as Report. Report means “a document that
contains organised information about the internal and external operations of a company, in the
form of graphic, text or tabular form or combined, within a timeframe” (Business Dictionary,
2018): UNGC and GRI Standards
The following tools identified their final goal as Certification. Certification is “a formal
process through which an authorized personnel check and verify, the internal and external
operations of a company with respect to established standards and attests it by certifying the
company” (Business Dictionary, 2018): SA 8000, ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001
The following tool identified their final goal as 20 expectations that should be met by 2020.
Expectations can be defined as “a strong belief that something will happen or be the case”
(Oxford Dictionary, 2018): Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability

3.1.3 The tools that offer guidelines that could help to prioritize
actions which can move a company more effectively towards
social sustainability
According to the findings from the 5LF review process table, there are eight tools that provide
guidelines to prioritize actions:
SA 8000: It is stated in the tool manual that “actions to address these risks shall be prioritised
according to their severity or where a delay in responding would make it impossible to address”
(Social Accountability International, 2016, 112).
ISO 26000: It is described in the tool’s manual how organisations could identify potential areas
for actions such as by implementing due diligence, determining relevance and significance as
well as establishing priorities for addressing issues. Moreover, the manual also suggests specific
steps regarding how the action prioritization should be done. For instance, by considering
whether the action can affect the ability of the organisation to meet their objective and whether
the action can give potential return compared to the resources required for implementation
(International Standard, 2010, 69-75).
ISO 9001: It is stated in the tool manual that “The organization shall determine the boundaries
and applicability of the quality management system to establish its scope” (International
Standard, 2015, 2). In order to achieve it the manual suggests specific
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considerations which business should take into account. Specifically, manual states that “When
determining this scope, the organization shall consider: a) the external and internal issues
referred to in 4.1; b) the requirements of relevant interested parties referred to in 4.2; c) the
products and services of the organization” (International Standard, 2015, 2). This scope
determination can help organisation in prioritizing their quality management system
(International Standard, 2015, 2).
OHSAS 18001: It is stated in the tool manual at the section “how to access the risks in your
workplace”, it is recommended the construction of an action list with all the issues that must be
addressed. Next, the manual suggests, that priority should be given to these issues which are
intolerable or could affect most people (British Standards, 2009, 29).
UNGP: It is stated in the tool manual that “Where it is necessary to prioritize actions to address
actual and potential adverse human rights impacts, business enterprises should first seek to
prevent and mitigate those that are most severe or where delayed response would make them
irremediable (United Nations Human Rights Office of the Higher Commissioner, 2011, 26).
BSCI: It is stated in the tool manual that business should list their stakeholders and prioritize
which are the most important for business. “The prioritisation of stakeholders depends on: i)
Their level of influence on the community and other stakeholders ii) Their level of interest in
the company’s activity” (BSCI, 2014, 47).
GRI Standards: It is stated in the tool manual “GRI: 101 Foundation” that: “The reporting
organization shall identify its material topics using the Reporting Principles for defining report
content. Material topics are those that an organization has prioritized for inclusion in the
sustainability report. This prioritization exercise is carried out using the Stakeholder
Inclusiveness and the Materiality principles” (GRI Standards, GRI 101, 2016, 18).

3.1.4 The tools that provide descriptive actions that can move
company towards social sustainability
According to the findings from the 5LF review process table, there are nine tools which provide
actions to move towards social sustainability: SA8000, ISO 26000, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001,
BPCB, BSCI, GRI Standards, ILO MNE, UNGP and UNGC
However, three out of nine tools do not describe in a detailed way for businesses how to
implement these actions: ILO MNE, UNGP and UNGC
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3.1.5 Summary of Findings – 5LF analysis

Figure 5: Summary of the findings regarding the 5LF analysis
In summary, GRI Standards, BSCI, OHSAS 18001, ISO 9001 and SA8000 are the tools that
fulfil all the functionality elements based on the findings of analysis. Every tool provides
information about the context for which they are designed. Except ETI Base Code, all the tools
provide the purpose for which they are created, however, only a few of them describe clear final
goals in their manuals. The tools that have defined their purpose and their final goal are Ceres
Roadmap to Sustainability, SA8000, ISO 9001, OHSAS 8001, UNGP, BSCI and GRI
Standards. In addition, it is found that all the tools that provide guidelines which support actions
prioritization also provide actions to move towards social sustainability. Those tools that
provide action prioritization guidelines have clear purpose and goals except UNGP and ISO
26000. Furthermore, the findings show that all the tools that provides actions are also
descriptive except UNGC, UNGP and ILO MNE.
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3.1.6 Summary of the findings regarding the usefulness of the tool

Figure 6: Summary of the findings regarding the usefulness of the tool
As shown in the table above, the GRI Standards was found to be the only tool that provides the
strategic guidelines and actions that help in achieving the goal and therefore also the purpose
as defined in the manual. UNGC which provides all the functionality elements does not seem
to have a relation between them. This shows that the UNGC is not functional, because it does
not provide help for companies to get to the goal of the tool. Moreover, though some tools
provided functionality elements, it was found that there was no relation between them. In
conclusion, there is only one tool which is functional enough regarding its own goal and
purpose, which is the GRI Standards. Further explanation can be found in the Appendix 6.
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3.2 SRQ2: How do large-scale social sustainability tools
used in company address social sustainability?
3.2.1 The tools that help company to “understand, describe and
analyse the dynamic relationships between the ecological
and social systems” (Waldron et al., 2008, 12)
•

The following tool provides knowledge regarding impacts of business within the
socio- ecological systems:

GRI Standards: It is stated in the tool manual that “these Standards are designed to be used by
organizations to report about their impacts on the economy, the environment, and society” (GRI
Standards, GRI 102, 2016, 5). - This report can help organization to understand the impact of
their activities and infrastructure on local communities.
•

The following tools provide opportunities for business to absorb disturbance and
reorganize:

Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability touches upon the element of diversity - It is stated in the
tool manual that, “Companies will build a diverse and inclusive board and workforce” (Ceres,
2010, 4).
BPCB touches upon the element of trust - It is stated in the tool manual that ”the enterprise
should be open to discussing its Programme with employees, business partners and other
stakeholders with the aim of identifying valid concerns, areas where improvements can be made
and building trust.“ (Transparency International, 2011, 55)
UNGC touches upon the element of trust - It is stated in the tool manual that, one of the benefits
for companies who implement the principle is the “increase trust in the company and renew the
its license to operate” (United Nations, 2004, 8).
GRI Standards touch upon the elements of diversity and trust - Diversity element is
emphasized in the tool manual GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity. Trust element is
highlighted in the tool manual GRI 101: Foundation where it is stated that, “Accountability
strengthens trust between the organization and its stakeholders. Trust, in turn, strengthens the
credibility of the report” (GRI Standards, GRI 405, 2016, 8; GRI Standards, GRI 101, 2016,
8).
BSCI touches upon the element of trust - It is stated in the tool manual that, “The fundamental
reason to stop business is outright lack of trust provoked by the business partner’s behaviour”
(BSCI, 2014, 38).
However, none of the tools touch upon learning, self-organization and common-meaning.
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•

The following tools provide the opportunity for business to understand aspects of the
global value chain that could affect themselves in regard to reputation:

CRT Principles: It is stated in the tool manual that a responsible business, in its global
marketplace, supports open and fair multi-trade (Caux Round Table, 2009, 3).
SA 8000: It is stated in the tool manual that the organisation which is using this tool should
leverage its influence and control over its supply chain to encourage social accountability
(Social Accountability International, 2016, 132).
BSCI: It is stated in the tool manual about mapping the supply chain (BSCI, 2014, 28-33).
GRI Standards: It is explained in the tool manual about the organisations’ performance in the
context of the limits and demands placed on economic, environmental or social resources, at
global level (GRI Standards, GRI 101, 2016, 9).
UNGC: It is stated in the tool manual that the organisation should extend the corporate
responsibility practices throughout its value chain (United Nations, 2004, 13).
ISO 26000: It is stated in the tool manual that the impacts of the organisation extend with
respect to the value chain (5) and that every organization in the value chain is responsible for
complying with applicable laws and regulations and for its own impacts on society and the
environment (International Standard, 2010, 27).
OHSAS 18001: It is stated in the tool manual that the organisation should consider hazards and
risks arising from the activities of the supply chain (British Standards, 2009, 32).
ISO 9001: It is stated in the tool manual that “outsourcing always has the essential characteristic
of a service, since it will have at least one activity necessarily performed at the interface between
the provider and the organization” (International Standard, 2015, 22).
CERES Roadmap to Sustainability: It is stated in the tool manual about engagement of all
stakeholders in the value chain and ensuring that the suppliers meet the social standards (Ceres,
2010, 2, 4).
ILO MNE: It is stated in the tool manual that the organisation should take effective measures
to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address the risks of forced and
compulsory labour in products, services or operations in which they may be directly linked
(International Labour Organisation, 2017, 8).
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3.2.2 Summary of Findings – System Level of FSSD

Figure 7: Summary of the results regarding the system level - FSSD
Finally, the only tool that includes all the three aspects above (help businesses to understand
their impacts in the socio-ecological system, provide opportunities to the company to absorb
disturbance and reorganize itself and provide the opportunity to businesses to understand
aspects of the global value chain that could affect themselves in regard to reputation) is the GRI
Standards.
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3.2.3 The tools that help companies to address difficulties and
enhance efforts related to health, influence, competence,
impartiality and meaning-making

Figure 8: Overview of the results regarding the social sustainability aspects
According to the findings of the FSSD review process table, health, influence, competence,
impartiality and meaning-making issues are not completely addressed by any of the analysed
tools. The detailed information about “yes”, “strongly”, “partially”, “slightly” and “no” can be
found in the Appendix 4.

Figure 9: Overview of the tools regarding Health
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Health aspects are mostly touched upon by the following tool: CRT Principles
Touch upon the well-being of the employees: It is stated in the tool manual that a company
should provide jobs and compensation that contribute to improved living standards. The
companies must avoid illicit or abusive child labour practices (Caux Round Table, 2009, 4, 5).
Touch upon the working environment and the conditions for the employees: It is stated in
the tool manual that companies should provide working conditions that protect each employee's
health and safety and should collaborate with community initiatives seeking to raise standards
of health, education, workplace safety and economic well-being (Caux Round Table, 2009, 4,
6).
Touch upon the customers’ health: It is stated in the tool manual that companies should
"ensure that the health and safety of customers is protected”. Companies should “protect
customers from harmful environmental impacts of products and services" (Caux Round Table,
2009, 4).
Touch upon the psychological well-being of the customers: It is stated in the tool manual
that companies must respect the human rights, dignity and the culture of customers in the way
products and services are offered, marketed, and advertised (Caux Round Table, 2009, 4).
Touch upon health and integrity of local communities: It is stated in the tool manual that
companies should collaborate with community initiatives seeking to raise standards of health,
education, workplace safety and economic well- being (Caux Round Table, 2009, 6).
Health aspects are not at all addressed by CERES Roadmap to Sustainability, OECD
Guidelines and UNGP.

Figure 10: Overview of the tools regarding Influence

Influence aspects are mostly touched upon by the following tools:
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•

CRT principles

Touch upon collective decision-making approaches: It is stated in the tool manual that
companies should be sensitive to the impacts of unemployment and work with governments,
employee groups and other agencies in addressing any employee dislocations (Caux Round
Table, 2009, 2).
Touch upon employees’ participation within business: It is stated in the tool manual that a
responsible business respects the interests of, and acts with honesty and fairness towards, its
employees. The company should listen to employees and act in good faith on employee
complaints and issues (Caux Round Table, 2009, 2, 5).
Touch upon the expression of customers’ voice within business: It is stated in the tool
manual that a responsible business respects the interests of, and acts with honesty and fairness
towards, its customers (Caux Round Table, 2009, 2).
Touch upon the suppliers’ participation within business: It is stated in the tool manual that
a responsible business respects the interests of, and acts with honesty and fairness towards, its
suppliers (Caux Round Table, 2009, 2).
Touch upon local communities’ opinion within business: It is stated in the tool manual that
a responsible business respects the interests of, and acts with honesty and fairness towards the
broader community. Collaborate with community initiatives seeking to raise standards of
health, education, workplace safety and economic well-being (Caux Round Table, 2009, 2, 6).
•

ISO 26000

Touch upon collective decision-making approaches: It is stated in the tool manual that an
organization's decision-making processes and structures should enable it to balance the level of
authority, responsibility and capacity of people who make decisions on behalf of the
organization (International Standard, 2010, 23).
Touch upon employees’ participation within business: It is stated in the tool manual that
companies should establish a two-way communication processes with its stakeholders,
identifying areas of agreement and disagreement and negotiating to resolve possible conflicts.
Companies should encourage effective participation of all levels of employees in the
organization's social responsibility activities (International Standard, 2010, 22, 23).
Touch upon the expression of customers’ voice within business: It is stated in the tool
manual that companies should give consumers access to adequate information to enable them
to make informed choices according to their individual wishes and needs (International
Standard, 2010, 52).
Touch upon local communities’ opinion within business: It is stated in the tool manual that
companies should consult and accommodate communities, including indigenous people, on the
terms and conditions of development that affect them. Consultation should occur prior to
development and should be based on complete, accurate and accessible information
(International Standard, 2010, 64).
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•

GRI Standards

Touch upon collective decision-making approaches: It is stated in the tool manual GRI 101,
7,8 and in GRI 403, 7, 8 that when making decisions about the content of its report, the
organization must consider the reasonable expectations and interests of stakeholders participate
fully in the establishment and implementation of occupational health and safety policies,
procedures, investigations and risk assessments (GRI Standards, GRI 101, 2016, 7,8; GRI
Standards, GRI 403, 2016, 7, 8).
Touch upon employees’ participation within business: It is stated in GRI 402, 6 that for
organizations with collective bargaining agreements report whether the notice period and
provisions for consultation and negotiation are specified in collective agreements (GRI
Standards, GRI 402, 2016, 6).
Touch upon the expression of customers’ voice within business: It is stated in GRI 102, 32
that as part of the key topics and concerns raised by stakeholders, this disclosure can include
the results or key conclusions of customer surveys (based on statistically relevant sample sizes
GRI 102 p. 32) (GRI Standards, GRI 102, 2016, 32).
Touch upon the suppliers’ participation within business: It is stated in GRI 401,6 that the
companies should have a dialogue with suppliers regarding the relationship of the prices paid
to suppliers and the wages paid to workers (GRI Standards, GRI 401, 2016, 6).
Touch upon local communities’ opinion within business: It is stated in GRI 413 that
operations with local community engagement, impact assessments and development programs
- stakeholder engagement plans based on stakeholder mapping; (vi.) broad based local
community consultation committees and processes that include vulnerable groups (GRI
Standards, GRI 413, 2016, 7).
Influence aspects are not at all addressed by ILO MNE and BSCI.

Figure 11: Overview of the tools regarding Competence
Competence aspects are mostly addressed by the following tools: ILO MNE
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Touch upon advertising and spread of information: It is stated in the tool manual that
information should be also made available to the representatives of the workers, and upon
request, to the competent authorities and the workers’ and employers’ organizations in all
countries in which they operate. This includes also the information on safety and health
standards relevant to their local operations in other countries (International Labour
Organisation, 2017, 11, 12, 14, 15).
Touch upon opportunities for employees’ learning development: It is stated in the tool
manual that these programmes should have the aim of encouraging skill formation, lifelong
learning and development as well as providing vocational guidance, and should be jointly
administered by the parties which support them (International Labour Organisation, 2017, 10).
Touch upon opportunities for local communities’ learning development: It is stated in the
tool manual that wherever practicable, multinational enterprises should make the services of
skilled resource personnel available to help in training programmes organized by governments
as part of a contribution to national development (International Labour Organisation, 2017, 10).

Figure 12: Overview of the tools regarding Impartiality
Impartiality aspects are mostly addressed by the following tools:
•

ISO 26000

Touch upon relations with governments, politics, public administration, policy makers,
etc.: It is stated in the tool manual that, an organization should accept that respect for the rule
of law is mandatory. In the context of social responsibility, respect for the rule of law means
that an organization complies with all applicable laws and regulations. This implies that it
should take steps to be aware of applicable laws and regulations, to inform those within the
organization of their obligation to observe and to implement those measures (International
Standard, 2010, 12).
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Touch upon equal and fair treatment within an organisation: It is stated in the tool manual
that, an organization should take care to ensure that it does not discriminate against employees,
partners, customers, stakeholders, members and anyone else with whom it has any contact or
on whom it can have an impact. An organization should ensure equal opportunities for all
workers and not discriminate either directly or indirectly in any labour practice. An organization
should confirm that its employment policies are free from discrimination based on race, colour,
gender, religion, national extraction, social origin, political opinion, age, or disability
(International Standard, 2010, 22, 28, 35).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment of customers: It is stated in the tool manual that, an
organization should expand their coverage and provide the same quality and level of service
without discrimination to all groups of consumers International Standard ISO 26000, 2010, 54).
When communicating with consumers, an organization should not use text, audio or images
that perpetuate stereotyping in regard to, for example, gender, religion, race, disability or
personal relationships (International Standard, 2010, 59).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment of suppliers: It is stated in the tool manual that, to
prevent corruption an organization should raise the awareness of its suppliers about corruption
and how to counter it (International Standard, 2010, 49).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment of local communities: It is stated in the tool manual
that an organization should consult representative community groups in determining priorities
for social investment and community development activities. Special attention should be given
to vulnerable, discriminated, marginalized, unrepresented and under-represented groups, to
involve them in a way that helps to expand their option and respect their rights. An organisation
should give special attention to vulnerable groups with regard to employment and capacity
building (International Standard, 2010, 64, 65).
•

GRI Standards

Touch upon relations with governments, politics, public administration, policy makers,
etc.: It is stated in the tool manual that, the topic of socioeconomic compliance. This includes
an organization’s overall compliance record, as well as compliance with specific laws or
regulations in the social and economic area. Compliance can relate to accounting and tax fraud,
corruption, bribery, competition, the provision of products and services, or labour issues, such
as workplace discrimination, among others. This includes compliance with international
declarations, conventions, and treaties, as well as national, sub-national, regional, and local
regulations (GRI Standards, GRI 419, 2016, 4).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment within an organisation: It is stated in the tool manual
that an organization is expected to avoid discriminating against any person on any grounds,
including avoiding discrimination against workers at work. The reporting organization shall
include incidents of discrimination on grounds of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion,
national extraction, or social origin as de ned by the ILO, or other relevant forms of
discrimination involving internal and/or external stakeholders across operations in the reporting
period (GRI Standards, GRI 406, 2016, 5, 6).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment of customers: It is stated in the tool manual that, it is
also expected to avoid discriminating against customers with respect to the provision of
products and services. The reporting organization shall include incidents of discrimination on
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grounds of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction, or social origin as
defined by the ILO, or other relevant forms of discrimination involving internal and/or external
stakeholders across operations in the reporting period (GRI Standards, GRI 406, 2016, 5, 6).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment of suppliers: It is stated in the tool manual that General
Disclosures is used to report contextual information about an organization and its sustainability
reporting practices. This includes information about an organization’s profile, strategy, ethics
and integrity, governance, stakeholder engagement practices, and reporting process (GRI
Standards, GRI 101, 2016, 4).
Touch upon equal and fair treatment of local communities: It is stated in the tool manual
that, Stakeholders can include employees and other workers, shareholders, suppliers, vulnerable
groups, local communities, and NGOs or other civil society organizations, among others. When
making decisions about the content of its report, the organization has to consider the reasonable
expectations and interests of stakeholders (GRI Standards, GRI 101, 2016, 8).
Impartiality aspects are not at all addressed by ILO MNE and ISO 9001.

Figure 13: Overview of t tools regarding Meaning-Making
Meaning Making aspects are mostly addressed by the following tools: ISO 26000
Touch upon clarity about each role and responsibility of employees: It is stated in the tool
manual that, "An organisation should be transparent regarding the definition of the roles,
responsibilities, accountabilities and authorities across the different functions in the
organization" (International Standard, 2010, 11).
Touch upon employees' freedom of cultural expression: It is stated in the tool manual that,
“wherever possible, an organization should allow observance of national or religious traditions
and customs" (International Standard, 2010, 36).
Touch upon opportunities to clarify business’ culture: It is stated in the tool manual that,
"An organisation should be transparent regarding the purpose of its activities. It should raise
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awareness both within and outside the organization on its strategies and objectives, plans,
performance and challenges for social responsibility;" and it is also stated that "An organization
should actively promote ethical behaviour by identifying and stating its core values and
principles the organization's own mission, vision, values, principles, and code of conduct.
Stakeholders share a common interest in the purpose of the organization and in its success.
Translating the priorities for action on core subjects and issues into manageable organizational
objectives with strategies, processes and timelines. Objectives should be specific and
measurable or verifiable. Stakeholder input can be valuable in assisting this process
(International Standard, 2010, 11, 17).
Touch upon cultural expression of local communities: It is stated in the tool manual that an
organization should actively promote ethical behaviour by defining and communicating the
standards of ethical behaviour expected from its governance structure, personnel, suppliers,
contractors and, when appropriate, owners and managers, and particularly from those that have
the opportunity, while preserving local cultural identity (International Standard, 2010, 11, 64).
Meaning Making aspects are not at all addressed by ILO MNE, UNGP and ETI Base Code.

3.2.4 The tools that help company to envision how future could
look like if they move towards social sustainability and how
to achieve it.
According to the findings of the review table, there are no tools that touch upon building
envisioned future and steps to achieve this vision.

3.2.5 Tools that provide help in order to understand or maximise
non-financial capital.
All tools touch upon non-financial capital aspects in different ways
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•
-

Tools that touch upon employees’ satisfaction, customers’ satisfaction and suppliers’
satisfaction
GRI Standards: touches upon employees’ satisfaction
ISO 26000: touches upon customers’ satisfaction
ISO 9001: touches upon customers’ satisfaction

3.2.6 Summary of findings regarding the tools’ capacity to help a
company to move towards social sustainability

Figure 14: Summary of findings regarding the tools' capacity to help a company to move
towards social sustainability
Based on the analysis, none of the tools provide enough content to reflect on FSSD, except the
GRI Standards. The GRI Standards answered all the questions regarding the analysis of the
systems level in the FSSD review process table. Also, it was found that none of the tools help
in eliminating the structural obstacles regarding social sustainability. However, there are 11
tools which help a company to make first steps with regards to the specific aspects of social
sustainability to move towards social sustainability. Furthermore, none of the tools provide
decision making structure for companies to decide in a strategic way. In conclusion, none of
the tools are enough to move a company towards social sustainability.
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4 Discussion
This section presents the summary and the interpretation of the results of this research in order
to answer the research questions and provide recommendations for business practitioners.
Moreover, reflection on the methods used in this research as well as suggestions and
opportunities for further research are also included.

4.1 Remarkable Results & Interpretations
The analysis of this research project showed that different tools respond better to different
requirements. Thus, depending on the area in which every business practitioner focuses on, it
is possible to find different tools that would be more efficient for his/her purpose. According to
the overarching research question of this research: “How can sustainability practitioners within
a business context use current large scale social sustainability tools in a strategic way?” the
analysis and the results allow the following conclusions:
4.1.1 Correlations
According to the results of this research, it appears that some elements of the tools’ functionality
have correlations with each other.
Before the analysis, the researchers assumed that there might be a correlation between a social
sustainability tool’s purpose, the reason for why it was created, and a final goal that companies
could achieve. The researchers assumed that the tools which provide its purpose also define
their final goal for companies. However, this correlation cannot be clearly defined by the result
of this research because not all the tools that provide purpose also provide final goal. The
following tools have a purpose but not a final goal: UNGP, BPCB, ISO 26000, OECD
Guidelines, ILO MNE and CRT Principles.
Another correlation was found between purpose, goal and guidelines which support actions
prioritization. Whenever a tool defines its own purpose and goal, it also appears to provide
guidelines which support actions prioritization, except for Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability. In
addition, a strong correlation was also found between guidelines which support actions
prioritization and the actual actions that could move a company towards social sustainability.
Except UNGP, all other tools that provide guidelines for action prioritization also provide
actions to help company move towards social sustainability. Whenever a tool describes its own
purpose and goal, it also appears to provide descriptive actions to help a company move towards
social sustainability except Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability and UNGC. These correlations
show that element of the tools functionality should not be seen as individual part but as a set of
systems that are interrelated and interconnected with each other.
Therefore, as a system thinking approach suggested, it is important for business practitioners to
look at the relations between each tools’ functions in order to choose and apply them
appropriately depending on the organisations’ context and needs. For instance, a company can
choose to use a social sustainability tool which provide them with a clear purpose and goal but
not descriptive actions depending on many factors such as the size of the company, available
budget and resources, the condition of their sustainability performance. Therefore, it
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is essential to look at the organisations’ needs and capacity when choosing the tools based on
their functionality.
4.1.2 Notes on specific tools
Ceres Roadmap to sustainability was the only tool which provides a very broad and unclear
final goal amongst the tools that provide a final goal. Specifically, compared to the other tools
which define their final goal as audit (BSCI), report (GRI Standards and UNGC) and
certification (SA 8000, ISO 9001 and OHSAS 8001). Ceres roadmap to sustainability defines
its final goal as “20 expectations which should be fulfilled by companies by 2020”. However,
the researchers think that, stating a clear goal and a clear intention is different than stating
merely an expectation as final goal. An expectation seems more like a hope rather than a proof
of a company’s volition or willingness to move towards social sustainability. Thus, even though
CERES Roadmap to sustainability provide clear and explicit final goal, there is no guarantee
that those goals are fulfilled as there is no evidence required for businesses to report their
progress.
The researchers’ assumption that the chosen social sustainability tools are already relevant to
help a company to move towards social sustainability turned out to be correct for all the
analysed tools, except the ETI Base Code. The ETI Base Code did not provide strategies or
actions, and also no final goal was defined in its tool manual. Therefore, the ETI Base Code is
not considered effective regarding its functionality. Even though this tool touches upon some
of the aspects of social sustainability which were analysed in this research, it proved as the least
efficient tool to help a company to overcome barriers regarding health, influence, competence,
impartiality and meaning-making. Overall, the researchers suggest that this tool should not be
used by companies.
Based on the research results it was found that the GRI Standards is the only tool that provides
knowledge regarding impacts of business in regards to sustainability, both from ecological and
social aspects. The information provided in the GRI Standards manuals was quite
comprehensive in which organization’s activities and infrastructures are taken into account to
have influence on “economic, social, cultural and environmental impacts on local communities”
(GRI 413, 2016, 4). In addition, the GRI Standards also provide opportunities for business to
absorb disturbance and reorganize itself as well as provide information regarding aspects of the
global value chain.
4.1.3 Notes on reporting tools
One noticeable thing that emerged from the research results is the following: Tools, such as the
GRI Standards and the UNGC, which are most appropriate for reporting companies’ impact
within the socio-ecological system seem to touch upon the most requirements that the
researchers set in order to verify tools’ functionality and their adequacy regarding the help they
provide to move business towards social sustainability. Specifically, both the GRI Standards
and the UNGC define for which context they were designed, they describe their purpose and
their final goal, and they offer guidelines that could help business to prioritize actions and
suggest specific actions that could move a company towards social sustainability. However, the
UNGC does not provide descriptions regarding how those actions can be implemented
compared to the GRI Standards which shows how to implement those actions.
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Additionally, both tools provide assistance to business in order to understand or maximise all
the resources that can help a company to thrive and cannot be measured in terms of money.
Nevertheless, the GRI standards seem to be more appropriate to help business overcome
barriers to health, influence, competence and impartiality which are related with employees,
customers, suppliers and local communities. On the other hand, the UNGC is more suitable to
help businesses understand their impacts in the socio-ecological system, to provide
opportunities to the company to absorb disturbance and reorganize itself and, finally, to provide
assistance to business to understand aspects of the global value chain that could affect
themselves in regard to reputation rather than the GRI Standards.
4.1.4 Notes on meaning making
The result of this research shows that meaning making is the least addressed aspect of social
sustainability within this research. The researchers conclude that it is challenging to analyse
social sustainability tools with respect to meaning-making, as it is defined in this research
project, because “meaning-making” is a term with various definitions (Park, 2013; Ignelzi,
2000). This research project defines “meaning-making” based upon the FSSD’ definition.
However, every tool tries to integrate meaning-making in a different way. Nevertheless, out of
all the 14 analysed tools, there is only one social sustainability tool (ISO 26000) which
approaches the term “meaning-making” the way the researchers defined it and supports
organization to overcome barriers and/or enhance efforts in regards to meaning making.
Specifically, the ISO 26000 touches upon clarity about role and responsibility of employees,
employees' freedom of cultural expression, communication of organisation's purpose and values
as well as co-creation of the organisation's purpose and cultural expression in local
communities.
4.1.5 Notes on backcasting
Finally, when the researchers analysed the tools with respect to backcasting, they were not sure
if any tool would touch upon this strategy. However, two tools, namely the GRI Standards and
the ISO 26000, seemed to touch upon backcasting strategy as they state about vision creation
and steps to achieve that vision for an organization. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the
vision creation stated in these tools is based on future success or considering the current
conditions and forecasting the desired goals instead. Forecasting is a planning tool that helps
management in its attempts to cope with the uncertainty of the future, relying mainly on data
from the past and present and analysis of trends. (Business Dictionary, 2018). Due to this
reason, the researchers did not find a tool that touches upon backcasting strategy in its manual.
On the other hand, the researchers think that it is beneficial for a tool to integrate backcasting
within its process because it can help companies identify options which are not visible by using
forecasting as method.
4.1.6 Notes regarding the usefulness of the tools
The researchers assessed the tools to see if they are useful enough to work with and if it fulfils
its intended purpose by identifying correlations between each element of functionality (context,
purpose, goal, strategic guideline and actions). Based on this assessment, the GRI Standards
was found to be the only tool that provides the strategic guidelines and actions that help in
achieving the goal and therefore also the purpose as defined in the manual. Moreover, though
some tools provided functionality elements, it was found that there was no relation between
them. For example, it was found that the BSCI has both final goal and strategic
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guidelines, however the guidelines are not enough to support companies achieve the goal
because the tool only mention about mapping the supply chain as the guideline and it is not
enough to cover all the 13 performance areas. Similarly, the actions provided by the BSCI are
not enough to cover all the 13 performance areas. Another example is that the Ceres Roadmap
to Sustainability has no relation between its purpose and final goal, because the 20 expectations
mentioned as the goal only cover the areas of governance, stakeholder engagement, disclosure
and performance. These expectations are not enough to fulfil the purpose to transform
companies into truly sustainable enterprises due to lack of consistent monitoring to assure the
companies’ progress according to the researchers. There is one tool (UNGC) which provides
all the functionality elements but does not seem to have a relation between them. This shows
that the UNGC is not useful, because it does not provide help for companies to get to the goal
of the tool. Further explanation can be found in the Appendix 6.
This assessment shows that the element of functionality should not only be assessed
individually but in relation to each other as aligned with system thinking approach. This way
the tools can be seen in a holistic way regarding their functionality.
4.1.7 Notes regarding the capacity of the tools to help a company
to move towards social sustainability
The researchers also assessed the tools to see if they are enough to help a company move
towards social sustainability. Except the GRI Standards, no other tools provide enough content
to reflect on the “dynamic relationships between the ecological and social system” (Waldron et
al., 2008, 12). None of the tools were built upon the FSSD, however the GRI Standards
answered all the questions regarding the analysis of the systems level in the FSSD review
process table. Therefore, every tool has specific gaps when it is compared to the structure of
FSSD regarding the context and knowledge provided by the tool. None of the tools fully address
structural obstacles as they were describe in the social sustainability principles of FSSD.
However, some of the tools address particular aspects of social sustainability principles, for
example the CRT Principles addresses health, influence, competence and impartiality. Most of
the tools (11) can be used as a first step towards social sustainability within specific field (CRT
Principles, ISO 26000 and SA 8000, etc.). Nevertheless, none of the tools provide a strategic
method of decision making. If these first steps towards social sustainability are not organized
within a strategic way, which the FSSD provides through its strategic guidelines level
(backcasting), the companies will not be able to address structural obstacles of social
sustainability.
In conclusion, the researchers think that there is a need to integrate backcasting as a method
within the tools in order to help companies be more strategic. Based on the FSSD perspective,
for a tool to help a company move towards sustainability, all levels of the FSSD should be
addressed. This includes the socio-ecological system, both social and ecological sustainability
principles, the strategic guidelines, the actions level and the tools level. In this research project,
it is not possible to assess if a tool is enough to move a company towards sustainability, because
of the research scope and limitations.
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4.2 Recommendations for Business Practitioners
In summary, based upon this research, there is no single tool that could fully address social
sustainability issues within the business context. Each tool has its own strengths regarding the
different aspects of this analysis. Therefore, it is important for business practitioners to consider
the different aspects and the functionality of the tools depending on their organisations’ context
and needs. The business practitioners can also make the best use of tools through combining
different tools and using only the strengths of each tool.
Based on the result of this research, recommendations for business practitioners have been
developed to give them an overview of which tools are of practical use in which context. In this
recommendation, the researchers provided information about the background of the tools
including the cost, transparency and functionality aspects based on the result of this research.
Moreover, the researchers also provided information for what reason the tool is more
appropriate and on which social aspects the tool mostly focuses on. The detail recommendation
table for business practitioners can be seen in the Appendix 5 and looks like the example below:

Figure 15: Example BPCB: Recommendation for business practitioners

4.3 Reflection on Methods
During the review and analysis process, a triangulation method was used to enhance the validity
of the research. However, even though the triangulation process was conducted in great detail,
the written text in the manual has its own terminology which could be interpreted differently.
It was also difficult because every tool interprets social sustainability in its own way. Moreover,
the subjectivity of the whole research including the critiques and the tool manuals needs to be
taken into consideration. Specifically, regarding the critiques, as they might be biased.
Therefore, for future research, it might be helpful to analyse the critiques in a more detailed
way by using a separate review process table for the critiques. However, due to time limitation
this was not possible within this research. The researchers preferred to make recommendations
regarding the tools using a bird’s eye perspective. This was the reason why
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recommendations were not addressed to every single stakeholder. Doing so would be less
strategic and would not serve the holistic approach that the researchers want to achieve.
In addition, there was a challenge regarding data collection. Initially, it was planned to use a
survey as a sense check and to collect information regarding the tools. Nevertheless, the online
survey was found ineffective as there were not enough answers to be included in the research.
It seems to be that social sustainability within business is a sensitive topic to deal with.
Companies were not willing to disclose this kind of information. Furthermore, business
practitioners were very helpful to improve the content of the survey, however, they were not
willing to spread the survey among their network. Interviews could be a more valid method for
this research, yet it was not chosen due to the time limitation of this work. Most of the analysed
tools were established by big initiatives and institutions, such as United Nations and Global
Reporting Initiative which made it difficult to get contact with the actual designer of the tools.

4.4 Recommendations for further research
The review and analysis of different social sustainability tools through the 5LF and the FSSD
framework in this research was helpful in giving an overview for business practitioners to best
utilize each tool in a strategic way. However, more research is needed to further explore how
this mapping process could be applied in non-business context such as in NGO or governmental
organizations. Further research considering specific factors from practitioner’s point of view
will also be helpful in defining how each tool might be relevant for different business or
organizations depending on its industry, scope, budget, scale and operation.
In addition, as some tools proved to be able to contribute to sustainable development based on
the outcome of this research findings, it should be noted that the scope of this research focuses
only on the social aspect of sustainability. Therefore, further research to incorporate
environmental aspects of sustainability is needed to give a more comprehensive approach to
sustainability. Research on both environmental and social sustainability principles on different
sustainability tools could give practitioners a better and more complete overview and
understanding of the tools themselves and which tool could be best utilized towards strategic
sustainable development regarding their business. This then could enhance prosperity and
sustainability for both business and the wider community and society as part of a whole system.
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5 Conclusion
This research explored various large-scale social sustainability tools based upon the analysis of
tools’ manuals and critiques through the lens of the following two Strategic Sustainable
Development (SSD) concepts: Five Level Framework (5LF) and Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development (FSSD). Through literature review no articles were found that
examined a big amount of large scale social sustainability tools through the lens of SSD
regarding the way they approach the sustainability challenge. This research contributes in
fulfilling this gap by providing business practitioners an efficient way to choose the most
appropriate tool regarding social sustainability challenges within their business context.
Through this research, the researchers aim to answer the following overarching question:
How can sustainability practitioners within a business context use current large-scale social
sustainability tools in a strategic way?
The answer to this question consists of the combined answers for the two sub-research questions
(SRQ 1 & SRQ 2).
SRQ 1: How can social sustainability tools be categorized based on their functionality?
The first sub-research question was answered through the categorization of social sustainability
tools based on their scope, purpose and functionality using elements of the 5LF as a conceptual
framework. With this categorization, the researchers can provide business practitioners with
information that can help them choose a tool that best suits their business context or needs.
According to this analysis, it was found that the GRI Standards, BSCI, OHSAS 18001, ISO
9001 and SA8000 are the tools that fulfil all the functionality elements based on the findings of
the analysis. Every tool provides information about the context for which it was for designed.
Except the ETI Base Code, all the tools provide the purpose for which they are created,
however, only a few of them describe a clear final goal in their manuals. The tools that have
defined their purpose and their final goal are Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability, SA8000, ISO
9001, OHSAS 8001, UNGP, BSCI and the GRI Standards. In addition, it is found that all the
tools that provide guidelines which support actions prioritization also provide actions to move
towards social sustainability. Those tools that provide action prioritization guidelines have a
clear purpose and final goal except the UNGP and ISO 26000. Furthermore, the findings show
that all the tools that provide actions are also descriptive except UNGC, UNGP and ILO MNE.
Business practitioners can choose the most appropriate tools that are relevant with their
organisation’s context and needs by considering different elements of functionality presented
in this research. Nevertheless, business practitioners should also keep in mind the fact that some
tools may be more useful than the others in regards to the relation between each tools’
functionality element. For instance, tools that provide both strategic guidelines and actions such
as the BSCI and the UNGC were found to be not enough in achieving their intended goal.
Whereas tools that provide a final goal such as Ceres Roadmap to Sustainability and ISO 9001
were found to be not enough in fulfilling their intended purpose. This assessment shows that
the elements of functionality should not only be assessed individually but in
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relation to each other as align with system thinking approach. This way the tools can be seen in
a holistic way regarding their functionality.
SRQ 2: How do large scale social sustainability tools used in business address social
sustainability?
The second sub-research question was answered by using elements of the FSSD as a conceptual
framework. The researchers analysed each social sustainability tool with respect to the
following aspects of social sustainability: health, influence, competence, impartiality and
meaning making. The way each tool addresses aspects of social sustainability also being
assessed in this analysis through exploring the way they help business to “understand, describe
and analyse the dynamic relationships between the ecological and social systems” (Waldron et
al., 2008,12). Furthermore, it was also addressed in this analysis whether or not the tools provide
guidance to business practitioners in order to address aspects of social sustainability. The
guidance in this research includes backcasting approach and non-financial capital as part of
return on investment specifically in relation with social sustainability.
According to the findings, health, influence, competence, impartiality and meaning-making
issues are addressed differently by various social sustainability tools. The CRT Principles is the
only tool that touched upon the health aspect the most especially in regards to health and safety
of employees, suppliers, customers and local communities. Moreover, the CRT Principles also
touches upon the influence aspect, similar with the GRI Standards and the ISO 26000. As for
competence, the ILO MNE is the only tool that touches upon this aspect the most specifically
regarding information and spread of information as well as opportunities for employees and
local communities learning development. The GRI Standards and the ISO 26000 are the tools
that touches upon impartiality particularly with regards to fair and equal treatment of
employees, customers, suppliers and local communities.
Furthermore, it was found that meaning making is the least addressed aspect of social
sustainability within this research. The researchers conclude that it is challenging to analyse
social sustainability tools with respect to meaning-making, as it is defined in this research
project, because “meaning-making” is a term with various definitions.
Regarding the tools that help business understand their impact in the socio-ecological system,
the GRI Standards is the only tool that provides this knowledge with the combination of
opportunities for a company to absorb disturbance and reorganize itself. It also provides
opportunity for businesses to understand aspects of the global value chain that could affect
themselves in regards to reputation. Regarding guidelines to address aspects of social
sustainability, none of the tools apply the backcasting approach that touches upon building
envisioned future and steps to achieve this vision. There are three tools (SA 8000, GRI
Standards and UNGC) that provide actions that could lay the path for further actions towards
social sustainability. All tools touch upon non- financial capital aspects in different ways
therefore these different aspects should be considered carefully when choosing and applying
social sustainability tools. This analysis further showed that none of the tools are enough to help
a company move towards social sustainability. Each of the tools has its own strengths in how
they address aspects of social sustainability and the decision-making structure they provide are
not enough to help a company decide in a strategic way. For a company to be sustainable, all
levels of the FSSD should be addressed. This includes the socio-ecological system, both social
and ecological sustainability principles, the strategic guidelines, the actions level and the tools
level.
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Appendix 1: 5LF review process table
Levels
System

Qs
1

Success

2.1
2.2

3
Strategic
Guidelines

Action

4.1
4.2

Guiding Questions
Does the tool define its own system?
How does the tool define its own
system?
Who created the tool and for whom?
Why was the tool created?
Does this tool define its own
purpose?
Does the tool provide a final goal?
Does this tool provide guidelines
which support actions prioritization?

Does this tool provide actions to
move towards social sustainability?
Is the tool descriptive?

Definitions
Own system = The set of interconnected parts in which the tool is operating in, and
whose behaviour depends on the interaction between these parts.

Purpose = the reason for which the tool is created
Final goal = An observable and measurable end result having one or more objectives to
be achieved within a more or less fixed timeframe.
Guidelines = Information intended to advise people on how something should be done
or what something should be
Prioritization = The process of deciding which of a group of things are the most
important so that you can deal with them first (Cambridge Dictionary)
Actions = the fact or process of doing something, typically to achieve an aim.
Descriptive = describing something in a detailed way; how to do something
(Cambridge Dictionary)
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Appendix 2: FSSD review process table
Touch upon = include / state specific point / statement
Support = help / encourage /give assistance to move towards / improve previous condition
Level

Qs

Guiding Questions

Definitions

1.1

Does the tool
provide knowledge
regarding impacts of
company within the
socio-ecological
systems?

Knowledge = Facts and information; the theoretical or practical understanding

System

Impact of company = the tangible and intangible effects (consequences) of one company action or influence upon the
socio-ecological system
Socio-ecological system = the complex interaction of biosphere and society which form a combined system
System level = understanding of the system, could include understanding of the city, an ecosystem or the organisation,
surrounding of the sub-systems and its interaction

1.2

Does the tool touch
upon adaptive
capacity elements?

Adaptability or adaptive capacity is defined in the literature as the ability to manage resilience (Walker et al. 2004,
2006, Folke et al. 2005). https://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:834567/FULLTEXT01.pdf
Resilience was defined as the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and re-organize, adapt or transform while
undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity and feedbacks.
Missimer, Merlina, Karl-Henrik Robèrt, and Göran Broman. "A strategic approach to social sustainability–Part 1:
exploring the social system." Journal of cleaner production 140 (2017): 32-41. https://doiorg.miman.bib.bth.se/10.1016/j.jclepro.2016.03.170
Adaptive capacity elements: learning, diversity, trust, self-organization and common meaning

1.3

Does the tool touch
upon the global
value chain

Global value chain = the different processes in different parts of the world that each add value to the goods or services
being produced (stakeholder processes)
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regarding social
sustainability?

Level

Qs
Guiding Questions
2.1.1 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
the wellbeing of employees?
2.1.2 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
the improvement of working environment and
conditions (health & safety) for employees?
Health

Success

Process for example: (1) inbound distribution or logistics, (2) manufacturing operations, (3) outbound distribution or
logistics, (4) marketing and selling, and (5) after-sales service. These activities are supported by (6) purchasing or
procurement, (7) research and development, (8) human resource development, (9) and corporate infrastructure.

Definitions
Wellbeing = The state of being comfortable, healthy, or happy.
(Oxford Dictionary)
The work environment comprises the physical, geographical
location and the immediate surroundings of a workplace (including
factors like air quality, noise level, etc.), as well as the perks and
benefits associated with an employment. Working conditions are
defined as the circumstances such as working hours, stress, degree
of safety, or danger that affect the workplace.
2.1.3 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Health impacts= the affect that something has on the health of a
health impacts on customers from usage of products? person.
2.1.4 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
Psychological well-being = The mental and emotional state of being
psychological wellbeing of customers from
comfortable, healthy, or happy. (Oxford Dictionary)
advertising?
Advertising= The activity of producing information for promoting
the sale of commercial products or services. Read more:
http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/advertising.html

2.1.5 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
suppliers affecting the health of their own employees
and local communities?
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Methods = A particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching
something, especially a systematic or established one.
Suppliers = A person or organization that provides something
needed such as a product or service
Local communities = A group of individuals that interact within their
immediate surroundings. A typical local community consists of
company operators, public agency staff and residents, and their

interactions can include the sharing of resources, information and
assistance, as well as the establishment of commercial relationships
between local companies and consumers.

Influence

Read more: http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/localcommunity.html
2.1.6 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
Integrity= State of a system where it is performing its intended
health and integrity of local communities?
functions without being degraded or impaired by changes or
disruptions in its internal or external environments. Read more:
http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/integrity.html
2.2.1 Does this tool address structural obstacles to
“the collective activity wherein several persons interact
collective decision-making approach?
simultaneously to find out the solution to a given statement of a
problem. In other words, group decision making is a participatory
process wherein multiple individuals work together to analyse the
problem and find out the optimum solution out of the available set
of alternatives.”
2.2.2 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Free speech and Open communication = The right to express any
employees’ participation within the organisation? opinions without censorship or restraint.

2.2.3 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
expression of customers voice within the
organisation?

Bargaining rights = The allowance to form unions and have
discussions with the management team in order to reach
agreement on something such as prices, wages, working conditions,
Expression= The act of saying what you think or showing how you
feel using words or actions.
Customer= A party that receives or consumes products (goods or
services) and has the ability to choose between different products
and suppliers.

Read more:
http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/customer.html
2.2.4 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Suppliers = A person or organization that provides something
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suppliers’ participation within the organisation?

needed such as a product or service.

Participation= The fact that you take part or become involved in
something.
2.2.5 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Methods = A particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching
local communities’ opinion within the organisation? something, especially a systematic or established one.
Opinion = The beliefs or views of a group or majority of people.
(Oxford dictionary)
Local communities = A group of individuals that interact within their
immediate surroundings. A typical local community consists of
company operators, public agency staff and residents, and their
interactions can include the sharing of resources, information and
assistance, as well as the establishment of commercial relationships
between local companies and consumers.
Read more: http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/localcommunity.html
2.3.1 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
Under the Consumer Protection Act 2007, advertising is seen as
advertising and spread of information?
misleading if it involves false, misleading or deceptive or lack of
information that is likely to cause the average consumer to act in a
Competence
way they might otherwise not. Misleading advertising covers claims
made directly to consumers by manufacturers, distributors and
retailers, as well as in advertisements, catalogues, websites etc.
2.3.2 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Individual Learning = Knowledge or skills through study, experience,
opportunities for employees’ learning development? or being taught designed for one person
Organisational Learning = A process in which managers and
employees within a company or organization learn to deal with new
situations and problems and so become more skilled and
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experienced. (Cambridge Dictionary)
Training = the activity of teaching employees new skills and
knowledge through training, mentoring (Cambridge Dictionary)
Formal mechanisms = a way of doing something that is planned, or
part of a system designed and organized by the company
2.3.3 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Training = the activity of teaching employees’ new skills and
opportunities for customers’ learning development?
knowledge through training, mentoring (Cambridge Dictionary)
Formal mechanisms = a way of doing something that is planned, or
part of a system designed and organized by the company
2.3.4 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Training = the activity of teaching employees’ new skills and
opportunities for suppliers’ learning development? knowledge through training, mentoring (Cambridge Dictionary)

2.3.5 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
opportunities for local communities’ learning
development?
2.4.1 Does this tool address political context?
Impartiality

2.4.2 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
equal and fair treatment within an organisation?

Formal mechanisms = a way of doing something that is planned, or
part of a system designed and organized by the company
Training = the activity of teaching employees’ new skills and
knowledge through training, mentoring (Cambridge Dictionary)
Formal mechanisms = a way of doing something that is planned, or
part of a system designed and organized by the company
Supporting or depending on activities of governments that engage
in discrimination, engaging in corruption and relying on corrupt
regimes. (Missimer, Robèrt, and Broman 2017)
The state in which access to rights or opportunities is unaffected by
gender.
A situation in which all age groups are treated fairly and in the same
way.
A situation in which people of all races are treated fairly and in the
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same way
A situation in which people of all nationalities are treated fairly and
in the same way
A situation in which all people including those with physical
disability are treated fairly and in the same way.
A situation in which people of all religions are treated fairly and in
the same way

2.4.3 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
equal and fair treatment of customers?

A set of ideas or a plan which are designed to eradicate or prevent
dishonest or fraudulent conduct, especially in a political context.
ensure accountability and transparency within practices
A situation in which people of all nationalities are treated fairly and
in the same way.
A situation in which people of all religions are treated fairly and in
the same way.

2.4.4 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
equal and fair treatment of suppliers?
2.4.5 Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
equal and fair treatment in local communities?
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A situation in which people of all races are treated fairly and in the
same way
A set of ideas or a plan which are designed to eradicate or prevent
dishonest or fraudulent conduct, especially in a political context.
ensure accountability and transparency within practices
Local communities = A group of individuals that interact within their
immediate surroundings. A typical local community consists of
company operators, public agency staff and residents, and their
interactions can include the sharing of resources, information and
assistance, as well as the establishment of commercial relationships
between local companies and consumers.

Meaningmaking

2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3

2.5.4
2.5.5

Level

Qs

Read more: http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/localcommunity.html
Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Who we are; what we do and how
opportunities to clarify individual meaning?
Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding The values and behaviour that contribute to the unique social and
opportunities to clarify organisation’s culture?
psychological environment of an organization.
Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding Meaning-making = the process of how individuals co-operate in
customers’ capacity to make meaning?
order to make sense of knowledge, experience, relationships, and
their selves. (Ignelzi, Michael (Summer 2000). "Meaning-making in
the learning and teaching process". New Directions for Teaching
and Learning. 2000)
Does this tool address structural obstacles regarding
The way of life of a particular people live, which reflects their
cultural expression in local communities?
ordinary behaviour and habits, their attitudes toward each other,
and their moral and religious beliefs. (Cambridge dictionary)
Does this tool touch upon reliance on political
Supporting or depending on activities of governments that could
regimes that affect cultural expression of
suppress the way of life of a particular people live, which reflects
communities?
their ordinary behaviour and habits, their attitudes toward each
other, and their moral and religious beliefs. (Cambridge dictionary)

Guiding Questions

Definitions

Strategic
3.1 Does this tool provide opportunities for backcasting?
Guidelines

Backcasting = it is a method in which the future desired
conditions are envisioned and steps are then defined to attain
those conditions.

3.2 Does this tool support subsequent actions for future
improvements in a company to move towards social
sustainability?

An action or event that helps another action(s) to build upon it,
for a company to reach social sustainability in a long run.

3.3 Does this tool discuss non-financial capitals?

The process used by an organisation to engage relevant groups
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who affect and/or could be affected by an organisation’s
activities, products or services and associated performance for a
purpose to achieve accepted outcomes.
"Cultural Capital assets may include local beliefs, values,
history, foods, festivals, cultural heritage, art, etc.
Human Capital investments are those investments that add to
the health, education, and well-being and self-esteem of people.
Social Capital is an area of investment that impacts how people,
groups, and organizations in community get along. Examples
include leadership, working together, mutual trust, and sense of
a shared future.
Political Capital is a measure of social engagement.
Communities should allow all groups to have opportunities for
leadership and engagement, and to have a voice in public
issues."
"Employee satisfaction = the terminology used to describe
whether employees are happy and contented and fulfilling their
desires and needs at work. Many measures purport that
employee satisfaction is a factor in employee motivation,
employee goal achievement, and positive employee morale in
the workplace.
customer's satisfaction = The degree of satisfaction provided by
the goods or services of a company as measured by the number
of repeat customers. Read more:
http://www.companydictionary.com/definition/customer72

satisfaction.html"
"Intellectual capital = The skills and knowledge possessed by
an individual, organization, etc., regarded as a resource or asset.
Cambridge dictionary"
"Relationship Capital = It is defined as the sum of all of the
relationships of all people within an organization.
These can be relationships with suppliers, partners, exemployees, nodes (people with high influence not necessarily
associated with any organization), or other functions within
your organization. http://www.relatedvision.com/RelationshipCapital/relationship-capital.html"
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Appendix 3: Scoring system of the analysis based upon 5LF elements
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Appendix 4: Scoring system of the analysis based upon FSSD elements
Scoring system of the analysis regarding the system level, success level and strategic guidelines level:
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Scoring system of the analysis regarding the social sustainability
principles:
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Appendix 5: Recommendation for Business Practitioners
Tool

BPCB

For what kind of practice
Which social aspects does this
is the tool most
tool address the most?
appropriate for?

What should I know for this tool?

Background: The Business Principles for Countering Bribery were established
in 2002 by a collaboration of Transparency International (TI) Social
Accountability International (SAI) and private sector stakeholders, NGOs and
trade unions.
The BPCB are not a standard and they do not place specific requirements on
enterprises for performance or to seek certification from an external body.
However, they are capable of being used by enterprises as a starting point for
developing systems for assessing performance that can be verified.
Transparency: In implementing the business principles for countering bribery,
the organisations are advised to publish summary of anti-bribery programme
process and results at least annually (optional).
Cost: No cost is required for downloading the tool manual. Cost for
implementation may vary.
Functionality: The BPCB provides clear purpose as well as real and descriptive
actions to move companies towards social sustainability.
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The BPCB seems to be
most appropriate to
approach and to counter
bribery. It is useful for
companies in
understanding the
background and content of
the Business Principles and
to assist enterprises in
implementing or reviewing
their anti-bribery
Programmes.

The BPCB helps business to
address the aspect of influence
particularly in regards to
collaborative decision
approach, free speech and open
communication for employees,
customers and suppliers.
The BPCB also helps business
to address the aspect of
impartiality specifically on
relations with governments,
politics, public administration,
policy makers, etc, anticorruption policies both for
suppliers and within an
organisation.

BSCI

Background: The Business Social Compliance Initiative was developed by the
Foreign Trade Association in 2002.
The BSCI established a common, cross-industry platform for monitoring social
compliance in global supply chains. The tool includes a tool’s manual and
activities, which help implement BSCI’s requirements. The tool is based upon
different principles and international labour standards such as the ILO
conventions and declarations, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights and the OECD Guidelines for MNE.

The BSCI seems to be
The BSCI does not focus on a
most appropriate to help
specific aspect of social
businesses evaluate its own sustainability
progress in moving
towards sustainability.

The BSCI uses auditing
methods in order to ensure
that members comply with
its guidelines. Specifically,
Transparency: The companies are required to conduct the progress through
“BSCI provides its
audits. The auditors are SA8000 auditors. “BSCI audits do not lead to a
participants with auditing
certificate, but they act in combination with the other BSCI components to strive
methodologies and tools in
for improvements.” (“Review the Main Features of over 130 Voluntary
order to assess a producer's
Sustainability Standards”n.d.)
performance against the
BSCI Code of Conduct
Costs: BSCI Participants pay an annual fee, which depends on the annual
turnover of their company (from 3580 USD to 35800 USD). The membership fee and to evaluate
is not related to audit costs. BSCI does not prescribe the cost of the audit but the improvements. BSCI
audits do not lead to a
minimum days an audit needs to be properly conducted. The final price varies
certificate, but they act in
from country, sector, level of industrialisation, etc.
combination with the other
Functionality: The BSCI is one of the tools that provide all elements of
BSCI components to strive
functionality under this research – this include clear purpose, final goal, actions
for improvements.”
prioritization guidelines as well as real and descriptive actions that can help
(“Sustainability Map”n.d.)
companies move toward social sustainability.
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CERES
roadmap
for
sustainabi
lity

CRT
Principles

Background: The Ceres roadmap for sustainability was founded by Coalition for
Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES), a U.S. non-profit
organization founded, in 1989, which aimed to support businesses in more ethical
and environmental practices.

The CERES roadmap for
sustainability seems to be
most appropriate for
building capacity amongst
businesses’ stakeholders. It
Transparency: The tool formulates 20 expectations for businesses to move
also includes reporting,
towards a sustainable future. To do so “Ceres encourages the use of the Global
especially for the
Reporting Initiative (GRI) reporting standard.” (“Join Ceres Company Network”
environmental impacts of
n.d.) Every year CERES publishes a report regarding how U.S. businesses, which
the business, using direct
are cooperating with CERES, address “critical sustainability issues” (“The Ceres
measurements. Thus, it
Roadmap for Sustainability.” n.d.)
could also assist at
Costs: Annual membership fees are on a sliding scale based on company annual monitoring businesses’
impact, under the
revenue. Special projects may incur an additional fee.
condition that “GRI
Functionality: The Ceres roadmap for sustainability provides clear purpose and standard” is used.
final goal.

The CERES roadmap for
sustainability helps business to
address the aspect of
competence particularly in
regards to transparency to
customers and local
communities, employees
learning development and
formal mechanisms to
achieving competence for both
customers and suppliers

Background: The CRT Principles was established by Caux Round Table in
1994.

The CRT Principles helps
business to address the aspect
of health particularly in
regards to health and safety of
employees, suppliers,
customers and local
communities.

It is a business driven initiative aiming to enhance non-financial capital. The tool
consists of 7 main principles and additionally stakeholder management
guidelines (tool manual).
Transparency: Businesses are expected to comply with principles set in this
tool, however there is no requirement to update / report their progress publicly.
Cost: No cost is required for downloading the tool manual. Cost for
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The CRT Principles seems
to be most appropriate for
building capacity
regarding ethical norms for
acceptable businesses
behaviour.

The CERES roadmap for
sustainability also helps
business to address the aspect
of impartiality especially in
regards to equal and fair
treatment of employees,
customers and suppliers.

It provides principles that
The CRT Principles also helps
are rooted in three ethical
foundations for responsible business to address the aspect

implementation may vary.
Functionality: The CRT Principles only provides context for which they were
designed and its purpose.

ETI Base
Code

Background: Based upon the ILO conventions, ETI Base code was found in
1998. The tool consists of 9 clauses. The tool states that these clauses are the
minimum standards for a company to support the protection of workers within
their supply chain.
Transparency: The ETI strategy commits members to have a specific reporting
system and provide publicly available authoritative and well-recognised reports
on member companies to support their commitments and achievements
Costs: “ETI member companies pay an annual fee based on their turnover”.
(“How to Apply | Ethical Trading Initiative” n.d.)

business and for a fair and
functioning society,
namely: responsible
stewardship; living and
working for mutual
advantage; and the respect
and protection of human
dignity.

of influence especially in
regards to collaborative
decision-making approach as
well as free speech and open
communication of employees,
suppliers, customers and local
communities.

The ETI Base Code seems
to be most appropriate for
building capacity.

The ETI Base Code helps
business to address the aspect
of competence particularly
regarding information and
spread of information as well
as opportunities for employees’
learning and development.

Member companies must
also submit annual reports
to the ETI Board which set
out the steps they are
taking to tackle working
conditions in their supply
chains.

Functionality: The ETI Base Code is the only tool that only provides context for
which they were designed but no other elements.
GRI
Background: The standards were launched by Global Reporting Initiative in
Standards 2016. The reason for the creation was to enable all organisations to report publicly
on their economic, environmental and social impacts and to show in which way
organisations contribute towards sustainable development.
The standards consist of 4 series (100, 200, 300, 400) in which the 100 series is
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GRI Standards seems to be
most appropriate to
support the company to
report its own impact
regarding sustainability.
This reporting tool helps in

The GRI Standards helps
business to address the aspect
of Impartiality, specifically
reporting about discrimination
in and around a business, and
about free speech of employees

mandatory for reporting, after which the business can choose and concentrate on monitoring negative and
specific aspects of economic (200 series), environmental (300 series) and social positive impacts of
(400 series).
businesses.
Transparency: Reports of businesses which use GRI Standards for reporting are
made publicly available in the official GRI website.

and other stakeholders in a
business. It also helps in
reporting about the decisionmaking approach of the
business.

Cost: Several training courses available for beginner level to expert level. The
cost varies depending on the content varying from 42 USD to 966 USD. (“Global
Reporting Initiative” n.d.)
Functionality: The GRI Standards is one of the tools that provide all elements of
functionality under this research – this include clear purpose, final goal, actions
prioritization guidelines as well as real and descriptive actions that can help
companies move toward social sustainability.
ILO MNE Background: The ILO Multinational Enterprises Declaration of Principles was
firstly established by the governing body of the International Labour Office at
November 1977. It was amended during March 2017.
The aim of the tool is to “offer guidelines to multinational enterprises,
governments, and employers’ and workers’ organizations in such areas as
employment, training, conditions of work and life, and industrial relations”.
(“Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and
Social Policy - India Environment Portal | News, Reports, Documents, Blogs,
Data, Analysis on Environment & Development | India, South Asia” n.d.)
Transparency: These ILO MNE codes are no substitute for binding
international instruments, they play an important role in spreading the principles
contained in international labour standards.
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The ILO MNE seems to be
most appropriate for
providing guiding
instrument and general
policies to help enterprises
achieve sustainable
development and respect
human rights at the
workplace.

The ILO MNE International
Labour Office Multinational
Enterprises helps business to
address the aspect of
competence particularly
regarding information and
spread of information as well
as opportunities for employees
and local communities learning
development.

Costs: No cost is required for downloading the tool manual. Cost for
implementing this set of guidelines, duties and responsibilities may vary.
Functionality: The ILO MNE provides clear purpose and actions that can help
companies move towards social sustainability.
ISO 26000 Background: The ISO 26000 was founded in November 2010 by International
Standards Organisation (ISO). This standard provides guidance for businesses
regarding social responsibility. The core subjects discussed in this guidance
include issues about human rights, labour practice, the environment, fair
operating practices, consumer issues and community involvement and
development.
Transparency: It is stated in the guidance that organisation should report and
communicate their performance on social responsibility to the stakeholders
affected as well as to public. This recommendation is part of guidance which is
optional and not mandatory for every organisation.

The ISO 26000 seems to
be most appropriate for
building capacity. This
tool educates businesses
about social sustainability,
also provides information
about the impacts of
businesses.

The ISO 26000 helps business
to address the aspects of
impartiality, specifically fair
and equal treatment of
employees, customers,
suppliers and local
communities.

The ISO 9001 seems to be
most appropriate for
providing certification for
the businesses.

The ISO 9001 does not focus
on a specific aspect of social
sustainability.

Cost: 200 USD for buying the ISO 26000 document (“ISO 26000 Social
Responsibility” n.d.)
Functionality: The ISO 26000 provides clear purpose, actions prioritization
guidelines as well as real and descriptive actions that can help companies move
toward social sustainability.
ISO 9001

Background: These standards were launched by International Organization for
Standardisation (ISO) in 2015.
This International Standard is based on the quality management principles which
include customer focus, leadership, engagement of people, process approach,
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The certification is valid

improvement, evidence-based decision making and relationship management.
Transparency: The organization which use the ISO 9001 shall determine the
internal and external communications relevant to the quality management
system. This indicates a requirement as stated in this International Standard.
Nevertheless, the information regarding the organisations which use ISO 9001 is
not made publicly available by ISO.
Cost: Cost for buying the standards vary from 173 USD to 273 USD depending
upon the urgency to order the document. However, additional cost of 1400 USD
plus miscellaneous costs is required for Registration Audit which is the initial
step. (“ISO 9001 Registrars” n.d.)

for 3 years and there will
be an audit every 6 months
or 1 year. (“ISO 9001
Registrars” n.d.)
The business needs to
renew its certification at
the end of third year, by
going through the same
process explained before.

Functionality: The ISO 9001 is one of the tools that provide all elements of
functionality under this research – this include clear purpose, final goal, actions
prioritization guidelines as well as real and descriptive actions that can help
companies move toward social sustainability.
OECD
Guideline
s

Background: The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises were first
developed in 1976 and last reviewed in 2011.

The OECD Guidelines
seems to be most
appropriate for assisting
This guideline provides recommendations addressed by governments to
multinational enterprises in
multinational enterprises in the form of voluntary principles and standards in the
complying with all
following areas: employment and industrial relations, human rights, environment,
applicable laws and
information disclosure, combating bribery, consumer interests, science and
technology, competition and taxation.
Transparency: The OECD Guidelines manual state about disclosure where
enterprises should disclose their information including about their activities,
structure, financial situation and performance.
Cost: No cost is required for downloading the tool manual. Cost for
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The OECD Guidelines helps
businesses in addressing the
aspects of impartiality,
specifically on fair and equal
treatment of employees and
suppliers.

implementing this set of guidelines, duties and responsibilities may vary.
Functionality: The OECD Guidelines only provides context for which they were
designed and its purpose.
OHSAS
18001

Background: The OHSAS 18001 was first developed in 1999 by a multistakeholder process which included the British Standards Institution, the
International Certification Services and the International Safety Management
Organization and many more.
This international standard provides a framework to identify, control and
decrease the risks associated with health and safety within the workplace. The
OHSAS 18001 is useful for organisation who wants to implement an
Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems in their organization.
Transparency: In implementing the standard, organization is required to clearly
communicate their policy commitments of BS OHSAS 18001 both internally to
their employees and other stakeholders as well as externally to the public.
Cost: Cost for buying the series is 60 USD. Costs of auditing and certification
varies according to the business and their concerns regarding health and safety
management. (“BS OHSAS 18001 - Occupational Health & Safety | BSI Group”
n.d.)
Functionality: The OHSAS 18001 is one of the tools that provide all elements of
functionality under this research – this include clear purpose, final goal, actions
prioritization guidelines as well as real and descriptive actions that can help
companies move toward social sustainability.
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The OHSAS 18001 seems
to be most appropriate for
providing certification for
the businesses through
which business can be
audited and monitored.
The certification is valid
for 3 years and audit takes
place periodically to keep
the business under check.
The business needs to
renew its certification at
the end of third year.

The OHSAS 18001 helps
businesses to address the
aspects of influence,
specifically the collaborative
decision-making approach and,
free speech and open
communication of employees
and suppliers.
The OHSAS 18001 also helps
business to address the aspects
of competence, specifically
employees and suppliers
learning and development, and
transparency of information to
suppliers and local
communities.

SA 8000

Background: The SA8000 was first drafted by Social Accountability
International in 1997. It provides certification regarding companies’ performance
upon workers’ health and safety with the Guidance Document and the
Performance Indicator Annex that list specific performance expectations for
SA8000 certified organisations.
Transparency: The certified organisation is required to effectively communicate
the necessary policies and procedures for SA8000 to all personnel and share
these communications with customers, suppliers, subcontractors, and subsuppliers. The information regarding certified organisations is also publicly
available on the official website.
Cost: Initial assessment – Social fingerprint Self-assessment 300 USD.
Certification cycle (audit days and other related costs) – 400 USD TO 1500 USD
(“Social Accountability International | About SAI” n.d.)

The SA 8000 seems to be
most appropriate for
providing certification for
the businesses.
Certification is valid for 3
years and the businesses
need to recertify
themselves at the end of
third year. (“Social
Accountability
International | About SAI”
n.d.)

Functionality: The SA 8000 is one of the tools that provide all elements of
functionality under this research – this include clear purpose, final goal, actions
prioritization guidelines as well as real and descriptive actions that can help
companies move toward social sustainability.
UNGC

Background: The UN Global Compact was developed by the United Nations,
using a multi-stakeholder process and came into action in 2000. By joining the
UNGC, companies are committed, for example, to align their strategies to the ten
principles with its four areas of human rights, labour standards, environmental
protection and anti-corruption and to write a progress report once a year.
Transparency: A company joining the initiative is expected to communicate
annually with its stakeholders on progress made to implement the principles
(integrated into the annual report / other public documents such as the
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The UNGC seems to be
most appropriate to
support the company to
report its own impact
regarding sustainability.

The SA 8000 helps business to
address the aspect of health
particularly in regards to wellbeing for employees, working
conditions for employees and
workers and, health and safety
for suppliers and local
communities.
The SA 8000 also helps
business to address the aspect
of competence especially in
regards to employees and
suppliers learning and
development.

The UNGC does not focus on a
specific aspect of social
sustainability

Communication on Progress - COP - policy).
Cost: participating companies are asked, upon endorsement, to make a regular
annual financial contribution to help support the work of the Global Compact.
Functionality: The UNGC provides clear purpose, final goal and guidelines that
support actions prioritization.
UNGP

Background: The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights did
come into action in the year 2011 and was endorsed by the UN Human Rights
Council.

The UNGP seems to be
most appropriate for
assisting business
enterprise in complying
By applying the UNGP, corporate is responsible to respect human rights as stated
with all applicable laws
in the foundational and operational principles of this guideline – this include
and to respect human
avoiding and preventing or mitigating adverse human rights impacts, applying
rights
policies and processes to respect human rights and conducting human rights due
diligence followed by corrective actions and monitoring
Transparency: Communication to affected stakeholders is expected in order to
report progress, especially for business enterprises whose operations or operating
contexts pose risks of severe human rights impacts. This communication can take
a variety of forms, including in-person meetings, online dialogues, consultation
with affected stakeholders, and formal public reports.
Cost: No cost is required for downloading the tool manual. Cost for
implementing this set of guidelines, duties and responsibilities may vary.
Functionality: The UNGP provides clear purpose as well as guidelines to
support actions prioritization and the actual action to help companies move
towards social sustainability.
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The UNGP helps business to
address the aspect of influence
specifically on collaborative
decision approach as well as
free speech and open
communication for employees
within the organisation and for
local communities.

Appendix 6: Analysis regarding the usefulness of the tool
Is it enough?

BPCB

BSCI

CERES
Roadmap to
Sustainability

Is there a connection between the
context and the purpose of the
tool?

Is the goal of the tool
enough to fulfil the
purpose?

Are the strategic
guidelines of the tool
enough to get to the
goal?

Are the actions enough to
achieve the goal?

Yes, because the tool defines its
context as enterprises (p. 4 to 10)
and the purpose is to give
enterprises a practice on how to
deal with bribery (p. 6, 11).

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes, because the tool defines its
context as enterprises and the
purpose is to give enterprises code
of conducts that defines values and
principles for responsible business
practices to improve their working
conditions (p. 19)

Yes, because the principles
are translated into
measurable practices (13
BSCI Performance Areas)
and the goal is to get audit
out of those 13
performance areas.

No, the guideline is not
enough to support
companies achieve the
goal because the tool only
mentions about mapping
the supply chain as the
guideline and it is not
enough to cover all the 13
performance areas.

No, because there are
actions which address
some goals but overall not
enough to fulfil all the 13
goals.

No, because the way the tool
describes its context and purpose is
very vague.

No, because the 20
expectations mentioned as
their goal only cover the
areas of governance,
stakeholder engagement,
disclosure and
performance - this

N/A

No, because only
disclosing the company’s
info using GRI doesn’t
help in reaching all the 20
expectations by 2020.
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expectations are not
enough to fulfill the
purpose to transform into
truly sustainable
enterprises.

CRT Principles

ETI Base Code

GRI Standards

ILO MNE

No, because the connection
between purpose and the context is
not clear (p. 8) - responsible
business practice (context) with the
foundations for a fair, free and
transparent global society
(purpose).

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes, because the tool manual
defines its context as organisations
of any size, sector and type, and the
the purpose of tool is stated as to
help organisations in publicly
reporting their economic, social and
environmental impacts and hence
contributing to sustainable
development. (GRI 101 foundation
p.3).

Yes, because the goal of
the tool is to have annual
report and the purpose is
for a company to report
about its economic,
environmental, and/or
social impacts (p.2 - GRI
101 p.2).

Yes, because the tool
provides guideline as
Reporting Principles to
define the report content.

Yes, because the tools
provide specific steps /
actions to help companies
achieve the goal (p5 - GRI
101: Foundation and p4 GRI 103: Management
Approach).

Yes, because both purpose and the
context are referring to the same
aspects (multinational enterprises,
governments, and employers’ and

N/A

N/A
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This prioritization exercise
is carried out using the
Stakeholder Inclusiveness
and the Materiality
principles. (p7, 18 - GRI
101: Foundation).

N/A

workers’ organizations). (p. V, 2,
5).
ISO 26000

ISO 9001

OECD
Guidelines

Yes, because the purpose is in line
N/A
with the context - which talks about
social responsibility and sustainable
development (p. Vi, 1).

N/A

N/A

Yes, because the tool defines its
context as organisations of any type
or size, or the products and services
it provides, and it states its purpose
as specifying requirements to
organisation regarding quality
management. (p. 1).

Yes, because the strategy
of Plan-Do-Check-Act
cycle (p. ix) helps in
reaching the goal which is
certification.

Yes, because the tool
provides specific actions
to help a company to get
certified. (p. 4 -6, 11-14).

N/A

N/A

No, because though the
goal i.e., certification
cannot make sure that the
customer is satisfied with
the products or services
provided by an
organisation though it is
certified by ISO 9001.

Yes, because the tool defines part
N/A
of its context as Multinational
Enterprises and the purpose is to
ensure that the operations of these
enterprises are in harmony with
government policies, to strengthen
the basis of mutual confidence
between enterprises and the
societies in which they operate, to
help improve the foreign
investment climate and to enhance
the contribution to sustainable
development made by multinational
enterprises (P.9).
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OHSAS 18001

SA 8000

UNGC

Yes, because the tool defines its
context as any organisation that is
interested Occupational Health and
safety, and the purpose of the tool
is to provide a framework (p. 5, 6,
9).

Yes, because the tool
provides certification to
help achieve its purpose
(p. 24).

Yes, because the strategy
of Plan-Do-Check-Act
cycle (p. ix) helps in
reaching the goal which is
certification (p. 12, 13,
29).

No, because the actions
mentioned in the tool
manuals does not
demonstrate the steps to
certification but rather
mentions about building
an OH&S system.

Yes, because the context focuses on
workers who are related to the
company in which case and the
purpose of the tool is to “to prohibit
forced or compulsory labour of any
type under any circumstance” (p. 3,
15, 51).

Yes, because the tool
provides certification to
help achieve its purpose
(p. 3, 15, 51).

No, because the guideline
for prioritization does not
help in fulfilling the goal
which is to have
certification (p. 26, 27).

Yes, because the tool
provides implementation
guide to get the
certification (p. 17, 28).

No, because the tool defines the
context as commitment, assess,
implement, define, measure and
communicate (p. 14) however on
the purpose it is stated that the
company voluntarily align their
operations and strategies with ten
universally accepted principles in
the areas of human rights, labour,
environment and anti-corruption (p.
2).

No, because the report
describes only the progress
of the company towards
the purpose (p. 2, 3).

No, because the guideline
for prioritization does not
help in fulfilling the goal
which is to produce report
(24).

No, because the actions
provided in this tool does
not help companies in
producing the report (p. 7,
9).

N/A

N/A

Yes, because the tool defines its
N/A
context as enterprise both
transnational and other, of any type,
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sector, size also including other
groups connected to the enterprises,
and the purpose is defined as to
enhance “standards and practices
with regard to business and human
rights so as to achieve tangible
results for affected individuals and
communities, and thereby also
contributing to a socially
sustainable globalization” (p. 1).
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